FORMAL COMPLAINT CONCERNING THE CRIMES OF 9/11 AND
A REQUEST FOR AN INDEPENDENT NEW JERSEY
INVESTIGATION
By David R. Meiswinkle, Attorney at Law *I

New Jersey has legal jurisdiction for the events of 9/11:
a. 681 New Jersey victims, including thirty-seven New York and New Jersey Port Authority officers
b. Seventeen of twenty-one counties in New Jersey had victims.
c. Port Authority of New York and New Jersey owned the World Trade Center complex.
d. Commercial airliner was hijacked out of Newark, New Jersey.
e. Anthrax attacks were in Princeton and Hamilton, New Jersey.
f. Alleged terrorists lived, trained, and conspired in New Jersey.

Formal Complaint for 9/11 investigation in New Jersey
The 9/11 Commission through its Executive Director Philip Zelikow and the National Institute of
Standards and Technology(NIST) through is lead investigators Shyam Sunder and John Gross
appear to have generated reports which obstructed a true investigation into the events of 9/11. If their
actions to mislead are intentional they amount to fraud and criminal obstruction of justice, if not, they
are a product of gross negligence. New Jersey can do better investigating these terrible events.
The State of New Jersey through its Constitution and laws has the jurisdiction and legal right to
investigate crimes that affect its citizens and property. The 10th Amendment of the United States
Constitution grants that powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited
by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people. Federal government reports
by the 9/11 Commission and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) do not appear to
be trustworthy. Therefore, it is necessary that the State governments conduct their own investigation if
truth and justice is to be realized and our country healed.

A. The 9/11 Commission obstructed justice when they failed to call or
subpoena key witnesses who had direct and relevant information,
pertaining to 9/11, to testify under oath and create an official record, and
when they failed to include relevant testimony given, into the official
record, thereby creating an adverse inference of bad faith on part of the
Federal government. The testimony of these witnesses should be taken,
under oath, or their existing written or otherwise recorded testimony be

acknowledged, analyzed, investigated, and included in any official
record*II
1. 118 NYC firemen who informed their fire department that they heard explosions on 9/11
were never acknowledged by the federal authorities. Testimony to the 9/11 Commission
was never given, nor was an official record ever made concerning the numerous explosions
to which these first responders were witnesses. *1
2. Willie Rodriguez, a maintenance worker at the WTC complex and recognized hero, who
assisted the fire department in their rescue operations on 9/11 testified before the 9/11
Commission that he heard and felt explosions in the basement of the North Tower prior to
the first airplane striking the building and, in addition he witnessed serious injuries suffered
from these explosions by a co-worker Phillipe Garcia. His disturbing testimony was omitted
from the 9/11 Commission report. *2
3. Barry Jennings, Deputy Director of NYC Emergency Services, NYC Housing Authority who
experienced massive explosions in WTC 7 on the morning of September Eleventh, at around
9:15 a.m., these explosions blew out stairwells and the lobby before either WTC Tower
collapsed. Mr. Jennings made statements that he was, “Walking over bodies,” in the
Building 7 lobby. In a film by Dylan Avery, Barry Jennings states that he reported these
experiences to the 9/11 Commission. This would mean that his statements to the
Commission were omitted and both his statements and the fact of their omission must be
investigated. Jennings died mysteriously. His death, two days before the NIST release of
their WTC 7 report, which attributed the collapse of Building 7 to fire, excluding any
relationship of the collapse to explosions, and as a matter of fact – NIST did not even test for
explosive properties. Nor was there any mention of Barry Jennings or references to
explosions in their report.*3
4. Lt. Col. Anthony Shaffer, Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) officer worked in the Abel
Danger program which identified Mohammed Atta (alleged to be living at one time in New
Jersey)*15 and his Al-Qaida cell of terrorists in the United States prior to 9/11. The 9/11
Commission investigated the federal government’s obstruction and an unsuccessful
government attempt to have Lt. Col. Schaffer arrested. This included the destruction by DIA
of 2.5 terabytes of data pertaining to Able Danger and the purchasing by the government,
for $47K, of 9,500 first run “Operation Dark Heart” books written by Lt. Col. Schaffer. He
gave two briefings to the 9/11 Commission who failed to pursue the case, did not follow up
on his documented reports, and then his testimony along with other witnesses who
corroborated his testimony and information, was censored by the 9/11 Commission and
never made it to the final report.*4
5. Coleen Rowley, as an FBI agent working in Minneapolis, accused the FBI, in her whistle
blowing memo, of hampering the investigation into terrorist Zacarius Moussaoui, and of the
deliberate obstruction of this investigation, by her FBI supervisor. This investigation might
have prevented the 9/11 attack. The supervisor was later given awards for exceptional
performance instead of being investigated for obstructing an FBI investigation. *5

6. Robert Wright, an FBI whistle blower who critiqued the FBI for not heeding his early
warnings to prevent a terrorist attack as well as criticizing attempts by FBI management to
intentionally and repeatedly obstruct his efforts to launch more comprehensive
investigations into money laundering involving Al-Qaeda terrorist cell activities in the United
States. The FBI refused to allow him to testify before the 9/11 Commission, however the
Commission did not insist or attempt to subpoena him, despite the fact that they had the
subpoena power to do so. To subpoena this whistle blower would have been the
appropriate procedure to follow in the name of justice and due process of law. *6
7. All WTC witnesses to explosions at the WTC complex as well as the Pentagon on 9/11.*7
8. Dr. David Graham – who was poisoned after reporting the activities of suspected terrorists,
before 9/11, in New Orleans. His reports were ignored by the FBI. *8
9. John M. Cole, veteran FBI Intelligence Operations, specialist, was in charge of FBI foreign
intelligence investigations covering India, Pakistan and Afghanistan. He had knowledge of
certain activities that directly related to the terror attacks of 9/11. He notified the 9/11
investigation during its investigation, but never received a response. *9
10. Dick Stoltz, ATF, retired Special Agent was a veteran undercover agent with the Bureau of
Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms, had played an important role in Operation Diamondback *30
between 1998 and 2001. The sting operation involved a group of Middle Eastern men living
in New Jersey who were caught on tape in an ATF weapons sting conspiring to purchase
millions of dollars of weapons including components for nuclear bombs. The case was
suddenly halted with the arrest of a few suspects in June 2001 even though there was
sufficient evidence that some of the people who were attempting to buy these weapons had
connections with the Taliban, Al-Qaeda and Osama Bin Laden himself. The 9/11 Commission
refused to contact Mr. Stoltz, despite attempts made by several witnesses from the
intelligence and law enforcement communities and 9/11 Families, such as the Jersey Moms,
who pressed for an official investigation into 9/11 in the first place. *10
11. Norman Mineta, the United States, Secretary of Transportation who gave testimony before
the 9/11 Commission indicating what clearly could have been a stand down order given by
Vice President Dick Cheney while in the President’s bunker as an airplane approached the
Pentagon. According to this testimony the Vice President was in the bunker much earlier
than he represented and the VP is described as angrily admonishing a young officer who
repeatedly asks Cheney, “Does the order still stand?” as they watch what presumably is
Flight 77, on the radar screen, go into the Pentagon *33Mineta’s expert testimony was
omitted from the 9/11 Commission report. *11
12. Sibel Edmonds, a former FBI Language Specialist worked in the Washington Field Office with
Top Secret clearance performing translations dealing with Turkey, Iran and Turkic speaking
Central Asian countries for counterterrorism and counterintelligence. She testified for three
and one half hours, behind closed doors, before the 9/11 Commission about the sabotage of
the FBI’s translation program dealing with terrorism, by spies within the FBI, and the theft of
hundreds of pages of top secret material by her supervisor to unknown recipients. She was
only allowed to testify after 9/11 family members intervened directly. Her testimony was
completely censored. *12

13. Mike German, an FBI Special Agent in Counterterrorism who served sixteen years in that
capacity, and actually prevented acts of terrorism in the United States. He contacted the
9/11 Commission in the spring of 2004, in order to provide the 9/11 Commission with
certain counterterrorism investigations he had pursued as well as links between certain
domestic and international counterterrorism related to the September 11th attacks. In 2002
he had reported gross mismanagement in a post 9/11 counterterrorism investigation which
included serious violations of both FBI policy and federal law. The 9/11 Commission refused
to acknowledge his request to testify before the Commission and never interviewed him.
14. John Vincent , FBI retired Special Agent, Counterterrorism worked for the FBI 27 ½ years
before retiring in 2002. His last eight years he worked in FBI Chicago Field Office with Robert
Wright and exposed inefficiencies within the FBI in working counterterrorism cases, and
certain warnings they had tried to pursue prior to the 9/11 attacks that were directly related
to Al-Qaeda’s financial network and money laundering activities. Although he was granted
an interview the 9/11 Commission investigators refused to let him provide them with
information related to his case and the 9/11 network, and insisted on limiting the interview
to only administrative and irrelevant questions and issues.*14
15. Behrooz Sarshar, FBI former language specialist worked the Washington Field Office with
Top Secret clearance performing Farsi translations for counterterrorism and
counterintelligence operations dealing with Iran and Afghanistan. He had first-hand
information of prior specific warning obtained from a reliable informant in April 2001 on the
terrorist’s attacks of September 11. He contacted the 9/11 Commission about testifying but
his request was initially refused. He was given an interview with 9/11 investigators only
after family members intervened directly. However, his documented testimony was
completely omitted from the 9/11 Commission’s final report, despite his case being
publically confirmed by FBI Director Mueller’s office. *15
16. Gilbert Graham, FBI retired Special Agent, Counterintelligence, worked the Washington
Field Office Counterterrorism Division until 2002. In February 2004 his name and contact
information was provided to the 9/11 Commission as a key witness with information
pertinent to the 9/11 investigation. The 9/11 Commission refused to follow up and never
contacted him. *16
17. Bogda Dzakovic, FAA, had worked for the Security Division of the Federal Aviation
Administration since 1987 as a Special Agent, as a Team Leader in the Federal Air Marshals,
and from 1995 until September 11, 2001 was a Team Leader of the Red Team (terrorist
team).He tried for several years prior to the 9/11 attacks to improve aviation security in the
face of the ever-increasing terrorist threat. He provided the 9/11 Commission with his
testimony and documented reports. His testimony and report to the 9/11 Commission was
completely omitted from the final report. *17
18. Linda Lewis, USDA , retired Emergency Programs Specialist worked for thirteen years
evaluating and coordinating federal, state and local preparedness for nuclear, radiological
and chemical weapons emergencies. Prior to September 11, 2001, she had reported
numerous inadequacies and dysfunctions in emergency preparedness, including a culture of
intimidation that discouraged federal evaluators from reporting inadequacies in state and
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local plans and preparedness. USDA officials had prevented her efforts to bring in terrorism
experts to help the agency prepare for attacks on federal buildings, including bio-weapons
attacks, such as the anthrax attacks of 2001 which included Hamilton and Princeton, NJ. She
also urged FEMA officials to develop a national emergency communications plan and
require interoperability of federally funded emergency communications equipment. In the
absence of these preparations, New York City fire fighters and police officers were unable to
communicate critical information on September 11 at the WTC. She contacted the 9/11
Commission and offered to provide information regarding dysfunctional government
preparedness, but the Commission never responded. *18
Mike Burton, NSA Senior Analyst who served as an all-source threat analyst in NSA’s
premier threat document, the 300+ page ISSO Global Threat Summary, and was an adjunct
member at the NSA National Cryptologic School. He provided dozens of pages of relevant
information to the 9/11 Commission, but was completely ignored and never asked to testify.
*19
President George W. Bush must be called to testify under oath in public, sequestered from
Vice President Cheney, instead of privately, without swearing an oath, without his
statements being recorded and without former Vice President Cheney in attendance.
President Bush’s statements regarding seeing a live broad cast of the first airplane striking
the North Tower when there was no television coverage documenting this event at that
time must be transparently explained and accounted for. President Bush left the school he
was in at the time of the World Trade Center attack, only after hearing that the Pentagon
had been struck, causing children, teachers and the nation to be in greater danger as the
president is always a primary target under such an attack. This behavior must be accounted
for. Investigate the false claims by the Bush administration and military that U.S. intelligent
agencies had not contemplated the scenario where a hijacked airplane could be used as a
missile to strike a structure like the Pentagon or World Trade Center Tower. *20
Vice President Richard Cheney to testify under oath in public, sequestered from President
Bush, instead of privately with no recordings, without an oath, and in the company of
President Bush. The USAF war games on 9/11, which precisely mimicked the 9/11 attack,
must be investigated – Cheney was in charge of these war games. The stand down order
that Cheney apparently gave as an airliner is approaching the Pentagon also needs to be
investigated. *21
Secretary of Defense, Donald Rumsfeld to testify on his activities during the 9/11 events,
his statement concerning United Flight 93 out of New Jersey being shot down, and his
announcement of the $2.3 trillion missing from the defense budget made the day before
9/11. Suspension of the NORAD/NEADS emergency protocols two months before 9/11 and
reinstatement of this protocol the day after 9/11, on September 12, 2001. *22
Jane Standly, BBC reporter who on a live link between NYC and London announced the
collapse of WTC 7, twenty six minutes before it actually happened, and while it stood in the
city skyline behind her. *23

24. Major General Albert Stubblebine, former head of all United States Army intelligence who
viewed the photographs of the Pentagon aftermath and concluded that the entry hole in the
Pentagon was not made by an airplane. *24
25. Mary Schiavo , former Inspector General of the Transportation Department who said we
don’t have a National Transportation Safety Board investigation here, and they ordinarily
dissect the time line to the thousandth of a second. *25
26. Eric Holder, United States Attorney General - claimed, on the Senate Floor, before Sen.
Lindsay Graham that Bush and Cheney made a decision to shoot down a plane on 9/11. *26
27. Allan Wallace, Pentagon heliport fire fighter nearly struck by an incoming small white plane
that exploded into a fireball in heliport area and allegedly stopped the heliport clock at
9:32:30. The white plane may have been a drone with markings to simulate an American
Airlines airplane. *27
28. Mark Skipper, Pentagon heliport fire fighter nearly struck by an incoming small white plane
that exploded into a fireball in the heliport area and stopped the heliport clock at 9:323:30.
The white plane may have been a drone with marking to simulate an American airplane. *28
29. Lt. Nancy McKeown, a naval commander who heard what sounded like a series of
explosions, like fire crackers in the first floor D ring area of the Pentagon. *29
30. Lt. Col. Thurmon stated what he heard did not sound like a plane crashing but seemed like
a bomb with two parts, a percussion blast followed immediately with a massive explosion, in
the 2nd fl. D ring area of the Pentagon. *30
31. General Hugh Shelton Chairman of Joint Chiefs of Staff stated that the smell of cordite (gun
powder) was overwhelming at the Pentagon. *31
32. Dennis Cimino, NSA and military electronics expert examined a plane part believed to have
come from the white plane that became a fireball near the heliport and thought that it was
part of a wing or stabilizer shaped and painted to simulate and American airlines plane. *32
33. Lt. Col. Victor Correa, Army Deputy Chief for Staff of Personnel thought bombs were going
off in the Pentagon. *33
34. Penny Eglas had piece of a plane part fall through the sun roof of her car while she was in
the area of the Pentagon near the time that a white plane burst into a fireball near the
Pentagon heliport. *34
35. Capt. Russ Wittenberg, an Air Force and commercial airline pilot who actually flew United
Flight 175 which allegedly crashed into the South Tower and United Flight 93 which
allegedly crashed in Pennsylvania did not believe a large commercial airliner traveling at
540-560 mph plane could possibly make the maneuvers that American Flight 77 is said to
have made even with the best of pilots, and certainly not by novices. *35
36. Ralph Kolstad, Top Gun naval pilot, navy combat fighter and instructor stated he could not
make the maneuvers represented to have been made by the alleged terrorist and that the
plane would have erupted in flame when it hit even one light pole but the official story
claims it hit five light poles even though the plane’s wings are filled with air plane fuel. *36
37. April Gallop was a top secret military specialist who experienced a massive explosion in her
office at the Pentagon and was able to locate her young child covered by debris and leave
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the building. She saw no plane parts, bodies, seats, luggage or fuel. Based on her
eyewitness account and experience she filed a lawsuit against Cheney, et al. *37
Steven Pieczenik former Secretary of State to three Presidents is willing to name under
oath the military general and Deputy Secretary of Defense who told him that 9/11 was a
false flag attack. *38
Dov Zakheim, Chief Financial Officer for the Pentagon, where $2.3 trillion dollars was
announced missing by Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld the day before 9/11, and who owned
a company called System Planning Corp. which sold a special proprietary system for
controlling planes remotely, and for destroying them, and who was a neo con subscribing to
the policies of the Project for a New American Century. *39
Condoleezza Rice, who was the Bush administration’s National Security Adviser at the time
of 9/11, claimed no one could have imagined the use of hijacked airplanes as weapons
against buildings when she was fully advised of NORAD exercises which were in part
simulating the use of hijacked airplanes at the very time 9/11 was actually happening in real
time.*40
Richard Clarke, Counter Terrorism Advisor who was sharply critical of the Bush
administration attitude, especially Vice President Richard Cheney and then National
Security Adviser (who later became Secretary of State) Condoleezza Rice before 9/11,
regarding terrorist attacks on the United States, and who received notice of a crashed
airliner on the Ohio/Kentucky border on 9/11. *41
Jane Garvey, FAA head who notified the White House of a crashed airliner on the Ohio/
Kentucky border, believed to be American Airlines Flight 77.*42
Dale Watson,FBI Counter Terrorism chief who advised Richard Clarke of a reported crash of
a large airliner in Kentucky near the Ohio border.*43
Ted Olson, Solicitor General who stated that he received at least two cell phone calls from
his wife Barbara who described the terrorists on board Flight 77 with box cutters and knives.
The calls were later said by the FBI never to have happened. Cell phone communication
from high altitude did not yet exist. *44
Michael White, Mayor of Clevelend, Ohio who stated that a Boeing 767, reported to have
been hijacked and with a bomb on it was in a secure area at the Cleveland/Hopkins airport.
It is believed that this is a reference to United Flight 93. *45
Thomas Olmstead, independent medical examiner who claimed that the autopsy reports
conducted by the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP) for victims of American Airlines
Flight 77 were staged. *46
Robert Balsamo, co founder of Pilots for 9/11 Truth, an organization of distinguished
aviation experts who challenge the official aviation records and reports based on the
technical science and mathematics of aviation, stated that the technology for high altitude
cell phone communication did not exist at the time of 9/11. *47
Michael Scheuer, CIA expert on Al-Qaeda stated that there was no connection between Al
Qaeda and Saddam Hussein, and that a strong Israeli and Saudi lobbies are influencing
United States foreign policy. *48

49. Rick King, Assistant Fire Chief Shanksville first responder at the alleged crash site of United
Flight 93 saw no plane parts and no bodies. *49
50. Wallace Miller, Somerset County Coroner, Pennsylvania stated that the crash scene looked
like someone took a scarp truck and dug a 10 foot ditch and dumped trash. There was no
blood. *50
51. Frank Monaco Pennsylvanian State police stated the Shanksville crash site looked like a
trash heap. It didn’t look like a crash site. *51
52. Lyle Szupinko, area commander of Pennsylvania State Police investigated the crash and said
there was nothing to tell that it was an air craft. *52
53. NORAD General Larry Arnold confirmed that NORAD had received information from FAA as
early as 9:24 that United Flight 93 was hijacked. *53
54. Wayne Madsen, investigator who interviewed three employees of NSA who confirmed that
Flight 93 was shot down by air force jets commissioned out of Andrews Air Force Base,
MD.*54
55. Michael Chertoff, Assistant Attorney General responsible for collecting the 9/11 evidence
and prosecuting the criminals. *55
56. Richard Grove, an account soft ware executive, who was involved with Silverstream system
which integrated business and market intelligence and who had built transactional and
trading platforms for Merrill Lynch, Deutsche Ban, Morgan Stanley etc. , and who was a
whistleblower regarding Marsh and McLennon and AIG allegedly involved in money
laundering of billions of dollars connected to illegal drug sales and terrorist activity. *56
57. Eric Stull, Mayor of Shanksville and one of the first persons to the crash site, stated that he
saw no airplane. He arrived with his sister and a good friend. According to his statements
everyone was puzzled because the report had been that a plane had crashed yet there was
no plane to be found. *57
58. Nena Lensbouer a witness at Shanksville who heard a large explosion but did not observe
there to be any evidence of a plane there at the site nor at any time during excavation. She
estimated the hole 5 feet to 6 feet deep and less than 24 feet long. *58
59. Douglas W. Ousley, Division head of Physical Anthropology at Smithsonian’s National
Museum of Natural History, an archaeologist and forensic anthropologist who identified
remains and the cause of death of victims from Pentagon and Shanksville .*59
60. Louis Freeh, head of FBI during time when FBI agents tracking Al-Qaeda in the United States
were obstructed. *60
61. Maj. Douglas Rokke said that descent, approach and alleged impact of American Airlines
Flight 77 was impossible. *61
62. Brigadier General Montegue Winefield, head of National Military Command Center who
allegedly found it necessary to temporarily relinquish his command to his deputy Captain
Joseph Leidig minutes before the hijackings began from 8:30 am to 10:00 a.m. on 9/11 and
whether this announcement, was an attempt after the fact, by the administration to
neutralize a statement he had made in 2002 regarding the military’s attempt to intercept
United Flight 93 which NORAD claims they did not know was hijacked until after it crashed.
*62

63. Willie Lewis Brown, former mayor of San Francisco received warning not to fly just before
9/11. *63
64. FBI Director Robert Mueller who stated that he did not have enough evidence to list Osama
Bin Laden on the most wanted list for 9/11 crimes.*64
65. Dr. Terry Callaway who was allegedly treating Osama Bin Laden in Dubai American Hospital
in July 2001. *65
66. CIA agent Larry Mitchell who allegedly knew that Osama Bin Laden was at the Dubai
Hospital and did not attempt to arrest him despite being on the most wanted list for the
attack on the USS Cole, killing seventeen people. *66
67. Former CIA director George Tenet whom counter-terrorism expert Richard Clark accuses of
recruiting 9/11 hijackers and covering it up.*67
68. Richard Blee who worked closely with George Tenent and is implicated in Richard Clark’s
accusations.*68

B. The 9/11 Commission obstructed an investigation when they failed to
compel the production of essential items of discovery, and failed to
subpoena and demand release.
1. 28 page section of the Congressional Joint Inquiry headed by former United States Senator
Robert Graham, (Florida), allegedly documenting a major Saudi connection to funding of
terrorists involved in 9/11 while being harbored in safe houses within the United States which
was suppressed by the Bush administration and now by the Obama administration despite the
promise of releasing the 28 pages. An account of an investigation into this matter must take
place. *1
2. Copies of the 85 videos seized by the FBI immediately after the 9/11 Pentagon attack. Only 5
frames from one video showing an explosion at the Pentagon has been released. All videos
must be viewed and studied by independent experts. *2
3. Black boxes which were recovered from the airplane crashes on 9/11 and to demand to
review and be given documentation of all contents . Investigate the FBI announcement that four
black boxes (two flight data and two cock pit voice recordings from WTC were never recovered
from Ground Zero area, although firemen have claimed that they are aware that at least three
boxes were recovered and in the possession of the FBI, because they gave the black boxes to
them. All black boxes must be studied by independent experts. *3
4. Flight Data Recorder (FDR) identification information which the FBI withheld from the
National Transportation Department which would confirm the identity of American Flight 77
and United Flight 93. The FDR serial number is like human DNA. The recovered voice recording
cock pit black box of American Flight 77, alleged to have struck the Pentagon, the FBI has never
released. The Flight Data Recorder (FDR) number which is always released by the NTSB except in
this flight, needs to be released to insure that this is Flight 77. *4

5. Able Danger file worked on by Lt. Col. Schaffer, DIA, which involved the tracking of Al-Qaeda
terrorists in the United States including Mohammad Atta who is alleged to have lived in New
Jersey. *5
6. Reports involving FBI agents Robert Wright and John Vincent in their tracking of the Al-Qaeda
terrorist financing network in the United States. *6
7. Reports generated by and concerning FBI agent ,John O’Neill (deceased), former New Jersey
resident, who was a Special Agent in Charge, Deputy Director in the FBI, and the FBI’s foremost
expert on counter-terrorism and Osama Bin Laden. For six years he was the FBI’s expert on the
Al-Qaeda network, and continually warned his supervisors of its threat. He believed that the
Bush administration had stymied the investigation of Osama Bin Laden. He headed the
investigation into the World Trade Center bombing in 1993, warning United States officials as
early as 1995 about the dangers of Osama Bin Laden. He also investigated the bombing of the
U.S.S Cole naval ship by Osama Bin Laden in 2000. He thought FBI counter-terrorism efforts
were being stymied by the Bush administration and their close connection to the Bin Laden
family and oil interests. He retired from the FBI because of his frustrations with their policies
and was hired by Kroll Associates to head the security at the World Trade Center two weeks
before 9/11. He was killed in the World Trade Center on 9/11. *7
8. Transcribed histories of 118 firemen who heard explosions at Ground Zero. *8
9. Any police or fire reports, or statements made by police officers, emergency personnel and
civilians who witnessed explosions *9
10. The 3 ½ hour testimony of Sibel Edmonds on disc or transcribed given before the
Commission but not included in the official 9/11 Commission Report concerning spies operating
in the FBI’s top secret counterterrorism linguistic department and the stealing by the spies of
important government documents.
11. The testimony of United States Transportation director Norman Mineta, on disc or
transcribed given before the 9/11 Commission but not included in the official 9/11 Commission
Report concerning the presence of Vice President Cheney in the Presidential Bunker and a stand
down order involving an airplane heading toward the Pentagon. *11
12. A copy of the documented testimony given by Behoorz Sarshar, FBI Linguistics, on disc or
transcribed given before the 9/11 Commission but not included in the official 9/11 Commission
report concerning first hand specific advanced warning concerning the 9/11 terrorist attacks in
April 2001 which was conveyed to the FBI and confirmed by FBI head Robert Mueller. *12
13. All reports and an accounting of the $2.3 trillion dollars missing from the Pentagon,
announced by Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld on September 10, 2001, the day before the 9/11
attacks. The heaviest damage was to the Army’s financial management/audit area, which was

investigating the missing $2.3 trillion, and most of the Operation personnel working there were
killed. *13
14. The computer input data, mathematical parameters used by NIST in their computerized
simulation collapse analysis of WTC 7 by fire. *14
15. Release of all reports and information concerning the airline stock purchases , put options
of those who bet on United Airlines and American Airlines stock to decline immediately prior to
9/11 indicating insider information, making millions off the tragedy, including the names of the
individuals and or organizations making the bids. *15
16. Blue Print drawings of WTC7 used in NIST report of 2008, but issued in November 2011
through the Freedom of Information Act which show that NIST falsified its report by omitting
important safeguards which in fact were on the building and which undermine the fire
hypothesis. *16
17. Print out for the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS)web site which lists the

flight numbers, destinations, scheduled gates, departure time ,actual gate departure
times, and wheels off runway times for all American airlines on 9/11 but which did not
list American airlines flight 77 which allegedly crashed into the Pentagon. *17
18. DNA and autopsy reports and disposition histories of the bodies of victims at the Pentagon
involving American Airlines Flight 77 and from the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology(AFIP)
including their cremation. *18
19. DNA and autopsy reports and disposition of the bodies of victims from the Pentagon and
Shanksville site involving United Flight 93 and from Dover Air Force base including their
cremation. *19
20. All reports on the missing $600 to $800 million in gold and silver from the vault below
WTC Building 4.*20
21. All learned material concerning the United States use of Global Hawk technology
(drones),remote control, Flight Termination Systems (FTS), and their use in the defense industry
as well as their application on United States airliners, in particular American and United airliners
and Boeing aircraft.*21
22. All learned material on cell phone technology and whether it was possible in 2001 to make
telephone calls from high altitudes when the technology for such calls did not exist until 2004,
considering what the implications for regarding suspects if all the alleged cell phone calls coming
from alleged hijacked victims were morphed.*22
23. All learned material on the scientific and technical ability to morph voices to simulate voices
of individuals who have no idea that their morphed voice is being used.*23

24. A feasibility study on the recovered paper passport of alleged terrorist Satama a-Suquami at
the World Trade Center site and alleged terrorist Ziad Jarrah at the United Flight 93 alleged
crash site in Shanksville, Pa, and the possibilities of these passports having been planted,
considering the profound annihilation of evidence at both sites.*24
25. CIA reports requested by the 9/11 Commission and an inventory and accounting of all
destroyed documents. The 9/11 Commission failed to hold in contempt and investigate the
CIA, then director, George Tenet, which the 9/11 commissioners, themselves, have openly
and repeatedly accused of obstruction of justice for not providing requested documents.
According to counter-terrorism expert Richard Clark, Tenet obstructed access to needed
documents and according to the Commissioners Tenet had hundreds of tapes destroyed
which documented CIA torture. *25

C. The 9/11 Commission Report failed to hold government officials
accountable for obstruction of evidence and or gross negligence:
1. Mayor Guliani, NYC officials and state and federal officials responsible for not preserving the
crime scene and for the spoliation of evidence at Ground Zero and the shipping of most steel to
China before it could be expertly studied.*1
2. Mayor Guliani, NYC officials and state and federal officials accountable for not following the
National Standards for Fire and Explosive Investigation? *23 which mandate the investigation for
explosions. *2
3. Philip Zelikow, 9/11 Commission Executive who drafted the 9/11 Report which does not mention
one word of the WTC 7 collapse in its official report , on the events of 9/11. The fact that a 47
story, 610 high-rise steel framed building collapsed and was not hit by an airplane was not even
mentioned in this official report, but was the subject of a less publicized NIST investigation and
report. *3
4. Bush administration officials who received prior to 9/11, warnings of an imminent attack by plane
from numerous countries including France, Germany, United Kingdom, Italy, Jordon, Morocco,
Egypt, Israel and Russia. *4
5. NORAD officials who received notices from the FAA of planes being hijacked but failed to
intercept, when interception is a routine procedure performed numerous times each year, instead
of placing most of the blame on the FAA. *5
6. NORAD Commander Ralph Eberhart who lied to the 9/11 Commission, giving three different time
lines and against whom the Commission seriously considered having contempt charges preferred.
*6
7. Condoleezza Rice, National Security Advisor who claimed no one could have imagined the use of
hijacked airplanes as weapons against buildings when she was fully advised of NORAD exercises’
which were in part simulating the use of hijacked airplanes at the very time 9/11 was actually
happening in real time.*7

8. Pentagon officials who failed to shoot down an incoming airplane and for failing to warn the
Pentagon employees and evacuate the building.*8
9. FBI supervisors who obstructed investigations into terrorists on United States soil, being
performed by FBI agents Coleen Rowley,Robert Wright, and John Vincent.*9
10. Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) supervisors who obstructed investigation by Lt. Col. Anthony
Shaffer trailing terrorists Mohammed Atta in the United States.*10
11. FBI language supervisors who obstructed whistleblowing attempts by Sibel Edwards to report
thefts of top secret documents and mistranslations concerning terrorist activities in the United
States.*11
12. Then CIA director, George Tenet, who the 9/11 commissioners, themselves, have openly and
repeatedly accused of obstruction of justice and whom counter terrorism expert Richard Clark has
accused of recruiting 9/11 terrorists. *12

D. The 9/11 Commission and NIST failed to consider an alternative
hypothesis to fire in the collapse of the Twin Towers and WTC 7 which
appear as the least likely hypothesis.
1. A steel framed high-rise building has never collapsed in the history of fires except on 9/11,
because office fires cannot burn hot enough to melt steel even if airplane fuel is involved there
is still over 1,000 degree Fahrenheit difference in the 9/11 fires. On 9/11 three giant buildings
collapsed, and one was not struck by an airplane. No other hypothesis appears to have been
entertained. *1

E. The 9/11 Commission and NIST obstructed an investigation into the
causes of the collapse of WTC and WTC 7 when they failed to test for
explosions and to consider controlled demolition as a viable hypothesis to
the collapse of WTC complex and WTC 7 which appears as the most viable
hypothesis for the collapse
1. The Twin Towers collapse showed signs of explosions including melted steel, mid-air
pulverization of 90,000 tons of concrete and steel decking, pyroclastic clouds, rapid onset of
complete collapse, symmetrical “structural failure” through the path of greatest resistance, at
free fall acceleration, lateral ejections of multi-ton steel sections, squibs, dismemberment of
the entire steel structure.
2. Ground Zero dust samples analyzed by independent scientists, Stephen Jones, Niels Harrit and
others have found the energized explosive pyrotechnic material, nanothermite, a high grade
military incendiary in all four dust samples. (But the federal government investigators refused
to test for explosions)
3. The presence of nanothermite has potentially been implicated by research results of a study of
the lungs of 9/11 first responders - in the form of carbon nanotubes. The presence of
nanothermite in 9/11 dust opens up an entirely new avenue of investigation into the health

risks of ground Zero to the first responders – that of Nano thermite exposure, absorption and
ingestion by 9/11 first responders. The Zadroga Act came about based on the autopsy of New
Jersey resident and New Jersey born NYPD officer James Zadroga. This autopsy, which took
place in Ocean County, New Jersey, in our view, requires New Jersey officials to examine the
presence of nanothermite in 9/11 dust which was the determining factor in Zadroga’s death.
Carbon nanotubes have since been documented to be present in both the lungs and in the dust
of 9/11, by a medical team from Mt. Sinai Research Hospital in NYC. The title of this peer
reviewed research is Case Report: Lung Disease in World Trade Center Responders Exposed to
Dust and Smoke: Carbon Nanotubes Found in the Lungs of World Trade Center Patients and
Dust Samples . According to the testimony of the lead scientist on the nanothermite research,
noted above (point D), during the Toronto Hearings on 9/11, due to the amount and length of
these carbon nanotubes their formation is a match, not for fire, but rather a perfect match for
nanothermite – because of the extreme temperatures produces by nanothermite, which are far
greater than those of fire.*3
4. Debris piles which continued to burn extremely hot and to smoke three months after 9/11
could not be put out by water. Nano thermite creates its own oxygen and can burn under
water.*4

F. The NIST Report obstructed an investigation into their cause of WTC 7
collapse as fire when they omitted from their analysis safeguard
mechanisms which existed on the building, and which would have
prevented a collapse by fire.
1. NIST misrepresented the blue prints of the WTC 7 building and made conclusions on the
cause of the collapse as fire by omitting safeguards which were actually on the blue prints,
such as stiffener plates, and beam stubs, the existence of which would have prevented the
NIST scenario of collapse. This omission in the NIST report amounts to outright deception
and fraud if intentional and or gross negligence. WTC 7 drawings were kept concealed since
November 2008, and only released because of Freedom of Information Act in November 11,
2011. The fire hypothesis can be considered only if pertinent structural details are omitted
from the collapse initiation mechanism. As these safeguards did exist, NIST fire hypothesis
fails. Their report is a fraud.*1
2. WTC 7 fell at free fall speed for 110 feet or eight stories at 2.3 seconds which is incompatible
with a building allegedly falling because of fire, but is consistent with a building collapsing
from explosions. NIST reluctantly agreed on the free fall for eight stories, but still
maintained its fire hypothesis.*2
3. Jane Standly, BBC reporter who on a life link between NYC and London announced the
collapse of WTC 7, 26 minutes before it actually happened, and while it stood in the NYC city

skyline behind her which is indicative of inside knowledge as it would take weeks to rig a
building with charges for such a symmetrical collapse.*3
4. There were witnesses to explosions in WTC 7 including even in the morning hours over
seven hours before the building eventually collapsed. Barry Jennings was a key witness who
witnessed explosions and who mysteriously died in 2008, only two days before the NIST
report was released. NIST maintains total silence regarding Barry Jennings account of
explosions, and being trapped in the building because of them before being rescued by the
fire department.*4
5. NIST as an organization were aware and expert in nanothermite, and its use in explosions,
but never considered it as a hypothesis to consider.*5

G. The 9/11 Commision Failed to properly investigate the Pentagon
attack
1. They failed to consider pre placed explosives at the Pentagon and to mention the
reports of massive explosions going off inside the Pentagon . These explosions
appear to have been as follows:
a. Explosion at 9:30 in Wedge 2 where April Gallop escaped.
b. Explosion at 9:31:40 Navy area clock stopped on second floor.
c. Explosion at 9:32:30 heliport clock stopped when incoming white plane turned
into a fireball, just outside the Pentagon , 150 feet north of alleged impact area.
d. Explosion 9:34:10 diesel trailer fire.
e. 9:43 massive orange fireball at the Naval Command Center alleged to be the
impact area of American Flight 77.
f. 9:48 another explosion per security log.
g. 10:00 explosion inside along columns alleged to be on “penetration path”
causing Wedge E-ring to collapse over “Impact point *1
2. They failed to subpoena and call witnesses who heard and felt explosions at the
Pentagon.*2
3. They failed to mention the explosion of a smaller white plane which exploded into a
fireball on the Pentagon lawn area near the heliport but outside the Pentagon and
approximately 150 feet north of the alleged impact area.*3
4. They failed to account for support pillars at the Pentagon which were blown
outward and not inward.*4
5. They failed to account for Pentagon floors which seemed to have been blown
upward.*5
6. They failed to identify even one part of American flight 77 inside the Pentagon,
including the failure to locate two six ton steel and titanium engines.*6
7. They failed to review the Bureau of Transportation Statistics web site (BTS) which
gave flight information for all American Airline flight on 9/11 except for Flight 77
were there was no listing.*7

8. They failed to consider the scientific and mechanical possibilities of a large
commercial airliner flying almost at ground level and the air drafts under the wings
which would not allow it to hug the ground or whether there would be stalls at 530
mph.*8
9. They failed to ascertain why if American Flight 77 struck the Pentagon mostly on the
first floor, at the alleged impact area the huge engines which were fixed beneath up
to nine feet the wings did not gouge the lawn.*9
10. They failed to consider how a commercial airliner could strike five lamp posts
without the wing, which stores the jet fuel, exploding .*10
11. They failed to consider whether the alleged hijackers could make the aerial
maneuvers which the alleged hijacker , a novice pilot is said to have made.*11
12. They failed to investigate the earlier reports that American Airlines Flight 77 being
monitored from Indianapolis, Indiana, and was said to have disappeared below
6,000 feet as was believed to have crashed or landed in the tri state area of Ohio,
Kentucky and Pennsylvania.*12
13. They failed to consider whether the Naval Control Center which was investigating
the missing $2.3 trillion dollars, and which appears to have taken the major impact
at 9:43, and which killed all but one of its investigating staff was targeted.*13
14. They failed to investigate the alleged cell phone call from Barbara Olson, wife of the
Solicitor General which related that Flight 77 was hijacked for authenticity as the FBI
later in 2006 admitted that the telephone call never happened.*14
15. They failed to investigate why there was no advanced sirens or official evacuation
order at the Pentagon.*15
16. They failed to investigate why the alleged incoming plane was not shot down.*16
17. They failed to establish whether there was a stand down order and when there was
an order to shoot incoming flight down.*17
18. They failed to establish the exact time of the impact photo as the time was deleted
and a time of next day placed on 5 frames given the public.*18
19. They failed to subpoena the 85 videos and inspect the videos themselves and to
have their own expert report on the findings.*19
20. They failed to investigate how the Flight Data Recorder(FDR) could be zeroed out
and downloaded 4 hours before the alleged impact, and how in that case the FDR
box could not be a FDR from Flight 77.*20
21. They have failed to get the FDR identification numbers from the FBI to match it with
Flight 77.*21
22. They failed to investigate the mysterious helicopter lift off just as the white plane
was approaching and whether that had something to do with the white plane
exploding.*22
23. They failed to examine the parts of the white plane which some witnesses believe
was a drone marked up and painted to look like an American Airliner*23
24. They failed to investigate Global Hawk technology concerning possible drones being
involved.*24

25. They failed to identify the Chief Financial controller for the Pentagon, Dov Zakheim
as the owner of a company Systems Planning Corp. which specialized in producing
systems that could remote control planes and destroy them.*25
26. Failed to account for the representation of three exits holes, later changed to one
exit hole.*26
27. Failure to consider that the neatly cut exit hole could not have been made by an
airplane passing through three thick walled rings and support columns in pristine
shape and looking more like the hole was done by a cutter charge according to
experts.*27
28. They failed to account for the size of the entry hole which according to Major
General Stubblebine, former head of all United States army intelligence was too
small to accommodate a large commercial airliner, and which indicated that
whatever caused it did not have wings.*28
29. They failed to account for the absence of plane parts of American Airlines Flight 77
and could not even locate its two six tons steel and titanium engines.*29

H. The 9/11Commission Failed to Properly investigate Flight 93
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

Failed to account for the scattered debris over an 8 mile area.*1
Failed to account for any plane parts belonging to a Boeing 767.*2
Failed to match up any plane parts to United 93.*3
Failed to investigate United 93’s crash from the hypothesis that it was shot down by a
missile.*4
Failed to mention whether the mysterious Delta 1989 airliner out of Logan airport in Boston
which allegedly landed in Cleveland because it was occupied by hijackers and a bomb was
part of the Vigilant Guardian exercises that were going on as a backdrop to the 9/11
events.*5
Failed to investigate the mysterious plane that may have been flying in tandem with Delta
1989 and whether that plane was actually United 93.*6
Failed to confirm which two planes had landed in Cleveland/Hopkins airport, one around
10:10 and one around 10:45, and were parked on the western and southern sections.*7
Failed to ascertain whether passengers on these planes disembarked.*8
9.Failed to ascertain whether United Flight 93 had actually landed at the Cleveland
airport10.Failed to investigate the impossibility of the cell phone communication from
United Flight 93.*9
As the technology did not exist until 2004, but the technology to morph a call did.*10
Failed to explain the air phone line used by Tod Beamer which was still active 45 minutes
after United Flight 93 was said to have crashed.*11

I. The 9/11 Commission Failed to Follow the Money but stated that who
financed the 9/11 events was not of particular significance, which is
indicative of obstruction of justice and or gross negligence.
1. $100,000.00 paid by ISI, Pakistan’s secret police chief General Mahmoud Ahmad to
Mohammad Atta, General Ahmad was visiting Washington D.C. on 9/11, this visit should be
included in an investigation.*1
2. Investigate and subpoena government information of the put options of those who bet on
United Airlines and American airlines stock to go down immediately prior to 9/11 indicating
insider knowledge, making millions off the tragedy in the process, and release the name of the
traders to the public.*2
3. 28 page section of the Congressional Joint Inquiry headed by former United States Senator
Robert Graham, (Florida), allegedly documenting a major Saudi connection to funding of
terrorists involved in 9/11 while being harbored in safe houses within the United States which
was suppressed by the Bush administration and now by the Obama administration despite the
promise of releasing the 28 pages. An account of an investigation into this matter must take
place. These documents must be released immediately.*3

J. The 9/11 Commission Failed to objectively consider all possible Suspects
besides the 19 alleged Muslims said to have died in the airplane crashes
although, reportedly, 8 turned up alive, and the reluctance to consider
other persons of interest and or all possible suspects amounts to
obstruction of justice if intentional and or gross negligence, and renders
the federal reports useless as investigatory documents. (should be
questioned under oath and cross examination.)
A proper investigation is conducted with an open mind and also looks to
individuals and or organizations which had the motive, power and
opportunity to commit the crime. The following individuals and or
organizations should have come under the scrutiny of the 9/11
Commission.
1. Project for a New American Century (PNAC) consisted of a group of men also known as the
neo-cons that were expansionists, and desired a war in the Middle-east They coined in their
report “Rebuilding America’s Defenses”, the phrase concerning “the need for a catastrophic and

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

catalyzing event such as a new Pearl Harbor” These men included : Richard Pearle who allegedly
tubbed himself the “prince of darkness”, Paul Wolfowitz, John Bolton, James Wolsey, Zalmay
Khalized, Dov Zakheim….*1
Israeli spy ring of at least 120 individuals posing as art students and their subsequent
deportation for visa violations, and the dancing of five Israeli men filming and celebrating on a
van roof, the WTC collapse, connected to Urban Moving Systems, whose owner, Dominic Suter,
allegedly fled to Israel upon hearing authorities wanted to question him, and the stopping of a
van by police on a ramp to the George Washington Bridge loaded with tons of explosives, on
9/11 as well as the detonation of a van on King Street near 6th and 7th Streets during the 9/11
attacks, for a possible Mossad operation, and whether there was any connection concerning
foreknowledge of9/11.*2
ISI, Pakistan’s secret police chief General Mahmoud Ahmad was involved in a flow of
$100,000.00 to alleged terrorist Mohammad Atta, General Ahmad was visiting Washington D.C.
on 9/11, this visit should be included in an investigation.*3
Unnamed interests who bet on put options to go down in price. United Airlines and American
airlines stock to go down immediately prior to 9/11 indicating insider knowledge, making
millions off the tragedy in the process, and release the name of the traders to the public.*4
Significant Saudi connection, a 28 page section of the Congressional Joint Inquiry*13 headed by
former United States Senator Robert Graham, (Florida), allegedly documenting a major Saudi
connection to funding of terrorists involved in 9/11 while being harbored in safe houses within
the United States which was suppressed by the Bush administration and now by the Obama
administration despite the promise of releasing the 28 pages. An account of an investigation
into this matter must take place including the mysterious deaths within eight days of three
members of the Royal Saudi family living in the United States who had foreknowledge of the
9/11 attacks.*5
Saudi Ambassador Prince Bander whose wife was alleged to be funneling money to terrorists
in the United States. Bandar has a very close relationship with the Bush family and now heads
Saudi Intelligence.*6
Larry Silverstein made a significant statement regarding pulling the WTC 7 building on 9/11
and he increased the insurance policy two months prior to 9/11 to $3.6 billion, and was
awarded $4.55 billion for the WTC buildings that needed major asbestos removal. He has close
relationship to world Zionism.*7
The security company Securacom, later known as Stratesec, involved with security at WTC,
Dulles airport, and United Airlines, which had George Bush’s brother Marvin Bush, as a director,
and cousin Wirt Walker as CEO.*8
Kroll Associates, which also ran security at WTC, also known as the, “CIA of Wall Street”
owned by influential supporters of Zionism, and which was managed by Jerome Hauer, who
hired FBI counter terrorist expert and maverick John O’Neill as WTC security head, who was
killed on his second day of work at the WTC on 9/11.*9

10. Jerome Hauer, director of Kroll Associates recommended to President Bush that his
administration should start taking Ciprol on 9/11, an antidote to anthrax poisoning, a week before

the anthrax attacks. He was also the NYC Director of Emergency Management who pushed for the
Emergency Management Headquarters to be situated on the 23rd floor of WTC 7 which proved to
be the worst possible place.*10
11. Former Vice President Richard Cheney who appears to have given a stand down order
concerning an airplane approaching the Pentagon shortly before the attack on the Pentagon,
lied about his whereabouts concerning his arrival in the Presidential bunker, was a member of
the Neo Con group advocating United States military expansion, and profited enormously from
a war in Iraq where he falsely claimed that there where weapons of mass destruction.
Investigate why the United States was at war with Iraq when there were no weapons of mass
destruction in Iraq, and Saddam Hussein had represented that he would assist the United States
against terrorists, and was not a friend of Osama Bin Laden, and while Cheney’s company,
Halliburton made over $39 billion from its involvement in Iraq.*11
12.Former President George W. Bush who claimed that he had no fore warning that terrorist
would hijack airplanes and use them as weapons by crashing them into buildings and who
initiated the inception of a new police state in the United States through legislation which
appears to have been manufactured before the terrorists attacks of 9/11 to include the
Homeland Security Act, and the Patriot Act, which are attacks on the American Bill of Rights, and
National sovereignty, and who proclaimed a war against Iraq because of weapons of mass
destruction when there were no weapons of mass destruction.*12
13. Black Operations in the United States, their history and potential use or influence into the
events of 9/11. *13
13. Dov Zakheim who was Chief Financial Officer for the Pentagon, when $2.3 trillion dollars
was announced to be missing. Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld made this public
announcement the day before 9/11. Zakheim owned a company called System Planning
Corp. which sold a special proprietary system for controlling planes remotely, and for
destroying them. He was also a signatory of the Project for a New American. In charge of
subsidiary of Systems Planning Corp was Tradata Corporation which oversaw the
investigation involving the 1993 World Trade Center bombing and which gained access to
the blue print lay out of the Twin Towers. It is, without question, a stunning failure of the
9/11 Commission to have not investigated Zakheim.*14
15. Philip Zelikow who was the Executive Director of the 9/11 Commission, a stalwart Bush
supporter, a Progress for a New American Century (PNAC) signatory.*15
16. Shyam Sunder, Director of the Engineering Lab at National Institute of Standards and
Technology ( NIST) who headed the government’s study on the collapses of the World Trade
Center Towers and WTC 7 and who claimed that fire brought the buildings down but who
refused to test for explosions and consider controlled demolition, the most likely hypothesis,
and who would not admit to numerous statements by witnesses that explosions were going off
in the buildings.*16

17. John Gross, engineer of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) who also
supported the fire hypothesis, never tested for explosions and claimed there was no molten
steel at Ground Zero despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary. *17
18. Donald Rumsfeld, Bush Secretary of Defense, who changed the NORAD protocol in June
2001 making intercepts of airplanes more difficult. This policy was changed back to the
previous, longstanding protocol, the day after 9/11, allowing then for an expeditious emergency
intercept. *18
19. Condoleezza Rice, National Security Adviser who claimed that no one could have ever
imagined the scenarios of 9/11 - despite having advised President Bush in August 6, 2001with a
Presidential Dailey Briefing (PDB) entitled, “Bin Laden Determined to Attack in the United
States ”. *19

K. The 9/11 Commission Failed to Investigate Reported Explosions in WTC 6
1. WTC 6 experienced explosions which were never acknowledged or investigated by the 9/11
Commission.*1

2. A giant explosion was witnessed simultaneously with United Flight 175 striking the South
Tower.*2

L. The 9/11 Commission Failed to Investigate Reported Explosions in
WTC 4
1. WTC 4 experienced explosions which were never acknowledged or investigated by the 9/11
Commission. *1
2. Over $600 million dollars in gold and silver is unaccounted for, from WTC 4, but there is no
comment or investigation by the 9/11 Commission as to what became of it.*2

M. The 9/11 Commission Failed to examine the anthrax attacks in New Jersey
and on Democrat United States Senators Patrick Lehey and Tom Daschale.
*1 Prominent DC attorney Barry Kissen has become an expert researcher on the anthrax
attacks

O. The 9/11 Commission failed to examine the mysterious death of Democratic
United States Senator Paul Wellstone in October 2002 (who opposed the
invasion of Iraq) in a suspicious airplane crash a few weeks before the
November election and shortly before the Iraqi invasion began, as a possible
retaliation, possibly from the above named suspects who may have been
involved in the 9/11 crimes. Weapons of mass destruction, used as a pretext to
invade Iraq, home of the second largest oil reserve in the world, were never
found.
*1. Sen. Paul Wellstone
The untruths which brought our nation into two terrible, lengthy, devastating
and, for some, very profitable wars, of which 9/11 was used as a pretext, should
and must be investigated as a possible motive for insider involvement in the
biggest crime of our nation’s history, that of 9/11.

Based on my research and to the best of my knowledge, I David R. Meiswinkle,
hereby affirm that the information contained in this document is accurate.
__________________________
David R. Meiswinkle
Attorney at Law
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*11) Mineta – “Does the order still stand?”
http://www.journalof911studies.com/letters/OrderRegardingAA77HittingPentagonOn911.pdf
Mineta testimony – omitted from the 9/11 Commission Report
http://www.jonesreport.com/articles/260607_mineta.html
*12) Sibel Edmonds - FB background
http://justacitizen.com/articles_documents/SibelEdmonds-Long%20BIO-.htm
Sibel Edmonds – 3 ½ hour testimony omitted from the 9/11 Commission Report
http://antiwar.com/edmonds/?articleid=3230
http://www.bradblog.com/?p=7374

*13) Mike German - FBI agent who prevented terrorism in the U.S.
http://www.globalsecurity.org/org/staff/german.htm
Mike German – contacts 9/11 Commission with information
http://www.911truth.org/the-911-commission-a-play-on-nothing-in-three-acts/
2002 report of gross mismanagement within FBI
http://www.globalsecurity.org/security/library/report/2005/guide-iii.htm
http://www.globalsecurity.org/org/staff/german-041107-wpost.htm
9/11 Commission refused Mike German’s testimony
*14) John Vincent FBI background
http://911review.org/Reports/FBI_wright.html
Robert Wright – Al Qaeda money laundering
http://www.cooperativeresearch.org/entity.jsp?entity=robert_wright
9/11 Commission refused to allow Wright to testify on his knowledge of Al Qaeda operations – only on
meaningless administrative details
http://www.antiwar.com/orig/edmondsweaver.php?articleid=9655
*15) Behrooz Sarshar – FBI background
http://www.historycommons.org/entity.jsp?entity=behrooz_sarshar
Behrooz Sarshar – an informant warns specifically about 9/11 in April, 2001
http://www.historycommons.org/entity.jsp?entity=behrooz_sarshar
http://www.villagevoice.com/2004-04-06/news/fbi-whistle-blowers-go-unheard/
Although FBI Director Mueller affirms Sarshar’s documentation, the documents Sarshar provides the
9/11 Commission are omitted from the 9/11 Commission Report
http://www.federaljack.com/tag/behrooz-sarshar/
http://cryptome.org/nara/behrooz-sarshar.pdf
http://911blogger.com/news/2011-01-31/911-family-members-demand-answers-911-commissioncensored-testimony-fbi-s-behrooz-sarshar
*16) Gilbert Graham – FBI background

http://www.rawstory.com/news/2007/Group_alleges_FBI_abused_wiretaps_to_0305.html
Though Graham is a key FBI witness his testimony is refused by the 9/11 Commission
http://www.nswbc.org/Press%20Releases/PressRelease-March5-07.htm
http://www.nswbc.org/Reports%20-%20Documents/RequestforInvestigation-SA_Graham_docs.pdf
*17) Bogda Dzakovic – FAA background/9/11
http://www.cooperativeresearch.org/entity.jsp?entity=bogdan_dzakovic_1
Bogda Dzakovic – testimony before the 9/11 Commission omitted entirely
http://govinfo.library.unt.edu/911/hearings/hearing2/witness_dzakovic.htm
http://www.villagevoice.com/2005-02-08/news/the-9-11-gun/
*18) Linda Lewis – background
http://www.lookingglassnews.org/viewstory.php?storyid=7072
Linda Lewis – USDA Anthrax
http://www.nswbc.org/Reports%20-%20Documents/Veteran%20National%20Security%20Experts.pdf
FEMA denied Linda Lewis – her research could have saved 9/11 First Responders
http://nswbc.org/Press%20Releases/NSWBC-911Comm.htm
9/11 Commission rejects hearing Linda Lewis’ testimony
http://www.911truth.org/the-911-commission-a-play-on-nothing-in-three-acts/
*19) Mark Burton – NSA cryptology – 9/11 Commission refuses to hear testimony (bottom of the page)
http://markbebawi.com/category/whistle-blowing/
*20) President Bush testifies without swearing an oath and in the presence of VP Cheney, no recordings
of his statements are permitted.
http://www.nytimes.com/2004/02/26/us/bush-to-limit-testimony-before-9-11-panel.html
President Bush’s claim that he saw the first plane hit on television yet there was no televised record of
the first plane hitting the WTC
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ALtNYBX7OmM
http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/bushlie.html

President Bush remains in an elementary school during the attack – endangering children and leaving
the entire nation vulnerable
http://www.cooperativeresearch.org/essay.jsp?article=essayaninterestingday
President Bush/Sec. State Rice – PDB – Osama Bin Laden Determined to Strike Within the U.S.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DIpEwGmSsmM
*21) Vice President Cheney testifies without swearing an oath, in the presence of President Bush and
with no recordings of his statements permitted.
http://www.cnn.com/2004/ALLPOLITICS/04/29/bush.911.commission/
Cheney orchestrates and leads war games on 9/11 which perfectly mimic the 9/11 attacks
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amULb0TX61E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sIgZA_1htqE
http://www.fromthewilderness.com/free/ww3/011805_simplify_case.shtml
http://www.fromthewilderness.com/free/ww3/011805_simplify_case.shtml#bullopp
*22) Rumsfeld’s statement that Flight 93 was shot down
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6Xoxaf1Al0
Eric Holder on 9/11 shoot down order
http://www.c-spanvideo.org/clip/4373615
Rumsfeld suspension of NEADS protocols - 9/11
http://www.911truth.org/rumsfeld-on-911/
http://www.ringnebula.com/Oil/911/airspace_defense_911.htm
http://911blogger.com/node/17225
*23) BBC reporter Jane Stanley reports that WTC 7 has collapse before it actually does collapse
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mxFRigYD3s
*24) Maj. Gen. Stubblebine – background
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Stubblebine
Maj. Gen. Stubblebine – entry hole at Pentagon

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=daNr_TrBw6E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jc1ql4TfCZw
*25) Mary Shiavo – timeline National Security Safety Board, asks why there was no NSSB investigation
when normally they fine tune an investigative timeline to the last second
http://www.cooperativeresearch.org/entity.jsp?entity=mary_schiavo
*26) Eric Holder, United States Attorney General - claimed, on the Senate Floor, before Sen. Lindsay
Graham that Bush and Cheney made a decision to shoot down a plane on 9/11 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qv2Js_TT4gY
*27) Allan Wallace, Pentagon heliport fire fighter nearly struck by what was reportedly an incoming
small white plane that exploded into a fireball in heliport area and stopped the heliport clock at
9:32:30. The white plane may have been a drone with markings to simulate an American Airlines
airplane.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xdJOSkqndrk
http://www.historycommons.org/entity.jsp?entity=alan_wallace
This NPR report clearly identifies the heliport area as the impact site
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=90696597
*28) Mark Skipper, Pentagon heliport fire fighter nearly struck by an incoming small white plane that
exploded into a fireball in the heliport area and stopped the heliport clock at 9:323:30. The white plane
may have been a drone with marking to simulate an American airplane.
http://www.twf.org/News/Y2009/0101-FMFD161.html
*29) Lt. Nancy McKeown, a naval commander, heard what sounded like a series of explosions, like fire
crackers in the first floor D ring area of the Pentagon
http://www.historycommons.org/entity.jsp?entity=nancy_mckeown_1
http://www.kolki.com/peace/Flight-77-Captain-Burlingame.htm
http://911blogger.com/news/2010-12-22/new-pentagon-videos-foia-release
http://shoestring911.blogspot.com/2008/04/bombs-in-pentagon-on-911-witness.html
*30) Lt. Col. Thurman stated what he heard did not sound like a plane crashing but seemed like a
bomb with two parts, a percussion blast followed immediately with a massive explosion, in the 2nd fl. D
ring area of the Pentagon

(9:38 a.m.) September 11, 2001: Some Officers in Area Where Pentagon Is Hit Think Bombs Have
Exploded (John Thurman)

http://www.historycommons.org/context.jsp?item=a938bombsexploded#a938bombsexploded
*31) General Hugh Shelton Chairman of Joint Chiefs of Staff stated that the smell of cordite (gun
powder) was overwhelming at the Pentagon
“One of the witnesses to have remarked on it was General Hugh Shelton, who claimed to have
visited the scene in the early afternoon.” Kevin Ryan
http://digwithin.net/2012/06/15/from-renovation-to-revolution-was-the-pentagon-attacked-fromwithin/#_edn79
*32) Dennis Cimino, NSA and military electronics expert examined a plane part believed to have come
from the white plane that became a fireball near the heliport and thought that it was part of a wing or
stabilizer shaped and painted to simulate and American Airlines passenger jet.
http://pilotsfor911truth.org/Dennis-Cimino-AA77-FDR.html
Dennis Cimino’s Comprehensive Presentation:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PFMHUh-wW7k
*33) Lt. Col. Victor Correa, Army Deputy Chief for Staff of Personnel thought bombs were going off in
the Pentagon – he later explains this according to the official report, but with many witnesses reporting
explosions, why were there no actual tests for explosive materials?
http://www.nytimes.com/2002/09/11/nationchallenged/11WHERE.html
http://911research.com/pentagon/evidence/witnesses/bart.html
*34) Penny Eglas had piece of a plane part fall through the sun roof of her car while she was in the area
of the Pentagon near the time that, according to former military investigative reporter Barbara
Honegger states a white plane burst into a fireball near the Pentagon heliport.
http://amhistory.si.edu/september11/collection/supporting.asp?ID=30
*35) Capt. Russ Wittenberg, U.S. Air Force – Former U.S. Air Force fighter pilot with over 100 combat
missions. Retired commercial pilot. Flew for Pan Am and United Airlines for 35 years. Aircraft flown:
Boeing 707, 720, 727, 737, 747, 757, 767, and 777. 30,000+ total hours flown. Had previously flown the
actual two United Airlines aircraft that were hijacked on 9/11 (Flight 93, which impacted in Pennsylvania,
and Flight 175, the second plane to hit the WTC).

http://patriotsquestion911.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LGxKU2B0ZjY

*36) Ralph Kolstad, Top Gun naval pilot, navy combat fighter and instructor stated he could not make
the maneuvers represented to have been made by the alleged terrorist and that the plane would have
erupted in flames when it hit even one light pole. The official story claims it hit five light poles even
though the plane’s wings are filled with air plane fuel.
http://www.opednews.com/articles/genera_alan_mil_070905_u_s__navy__top_gun__.htm
*37) April Gallop, was a top secret military specialist who experienced a massive explosion in her office
at the Pentagon and was able to locate her young child covered by debris and leave the building. She
saw no plane parts, bodies, seats, luggage or fuel.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=88JQL4esHFg
http://www.opednews.com/articles/April-Gallop-vs-Cheney-Ru-by-Mary-Maxwell-110425-185.html
http://www.teachpeace.com/April_Gallop_Lawsuit.pdf
http://caselaw.findlaw.com/us-2nd-circuit/1564978.html

*38) Steven Pieczenik former Secretary of State to three Presidents is willing to name under oath the
military general and Deputy Secretary of Defense who told him that 9/11 was a false flag attack.
http://911blogger.com/news/2011-05-04/former-deputy-assistant-secretary-state-steve-r-pieczeniksays-911-was-false-flag-operation-i-would-tell-court
*39) Dov Zakheim, Chief Financial Officer for the Pentagon where $2.3 trillion dollars was announced
missing by Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld the day before 9/11, and who owned a company called
System Planning Corp. which sold a special proprietary system for controlling planes remotely, and for
destroying them, and who was a neo con subscribing to the policies of the Project for a New American
Century and a duel Isralie/American citizen.
http://www.dailypaul.com/170234/rep-defazio-we-dont-know-where-23-trillion-from-pentagon-wenton-9-10-2001
*40) Condoleezza Rice, Secretary of State who claimed no one could have imagined the use of hijacked
airplanes as weapons against buildings when she was fully advised of NORAD exercises which were in
part simulating the use of hijacked airplanes at the very time 9/11 was actually happening in real time.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DIpEwGmSsmM
http://www.historycommons.org/timeline.jsp?warning_signs:_specific_cases=complete_911_timeline_
_strike_in_us__pdb&timeline=complete_911_timeline
*41) Richard Clarke, Counter Terrorism Advisor who was sharply critical of the Bush administration
attitude, especially Vice President Richard Cheney and Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice before 9/11,

regarding terrorist attacks on the United States, and who received notice of a crashed airliner on the
Ohio/Kentucky border on 9/11
http://www.9-11commission.gov/hearings/hearing8/clarke_statement.pdf
http://warisacrime.org/content/richard-clarke-being-too-nice-george-tenet

*42) Jane Garvey, FAA head who notified the White House of a crashed airliner on the Ohio/
Kentucky border believed to be American Airlines Flight 77.
http://radiofreeamerica.4mg.com/contact.html
More on Garvey
http://www.historycommons.org/searchResults.jsp?searchtext=jane+garvey&events=on&entities=on&a
rticles=on&topics=on&timelines=on&projects=on&titles=on&descriptions=on&dosearch=on&search=Go

*43) Dale Watson,FBI Counter Terrorism chief who advised Richard Clarke of a reported crash
of a large airliner in Kentucky near the Ohio border.
http://www.tomflocco.com/fs/ManifestRaisesQues.htm

*44) Ted Olson, Solicitor General who stated that he received at least two cell phone calls from
his wife Barbara who described the terrorists on board Flight 77 with box cutters and knives.
The calls were later said by the FBI never to have existed. Cell phone communication from high
altitude did not yet exist.
http://globalresearch.ca/ted-olson-s-report-of-phone-calls-from-barbara-olson-on-9-11-three-officialdenials/8514
*45) Michael White , Mayor of Clevelend, Ohio who stated that a Boeing 767, reported to have been
hijacked and with a bomb on it was in a secure area at the Cleveland/Hopkins airport.
http://www.911inplanesite.com/bomb_threat.html
*46) Thomas Olmstead, indrependent medical examiner who claimed that the autopsy reports
conducted by the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP) were staged and phoney.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/46003781/Olmsted-thomas-M-D-flight77-Autopsy
*47) Robert Balsamo, co founcer of Pilots for 9/11 Truth stated that the technology for high altitude cell
phone communication did not exist.
http://www.globalresearch.ca/phone-calls-from-the-9-11-airliners/16924

*48) Michael Scheuer, CIA expert on Al-Qaeda stated that there was no connection between Al Qaeda
and Sadam Hussein, and that a strong Israeli and Saudi lobbies are influencing United States foreign
policy.
http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-18560_162-655407.html
*49) Rick King, Assistant Fire Chief Shanksville first responder at the alleged crash site of United Flight 93
saw no plane parts and no bodies
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fS3s8hX2ZhY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UpMYVJWsL-o
http://www.lrc.fema.gov/downloads/transcript_sep11part2.pdf
*50) Wallace Miller, Somerset County Coroner, Pennsylvania stated that the crash scene looked like
someone took a scarp truck and dug a 10 foot ditch and dumped trash. There was no blood.
http://www.historycommons.org/entity.jsp?entity=wallace_miller_1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0Fba6xkE3U
*51) Frank Monaco Pennsylvanian State police stated the Shanksville crash site looked like a trash heap.
It didn’t look like a crash site.
http://old.post-gazette.com/headlines/20010912somerscenenat4p3.asp
*52) Lyle Szupinko, area commander of Pennsylvania State Police investigated the crash and said there
was nothing to tell that it was an air craft.
http://web.archive.org/web/20060113181450/http:/www.pittsburghlive.com/x/search/s_12969.html
*53) NORAD General Larry Arnold confirmed that NORAD had received information from FAA as early as
9:24 that United Flight 93 was hijacked.
http://www.historycommons.org/entity.jsp?entity=larry_arnold
*54) Wayne Madsen, investigator who interviewed three employees of NSA who confirmed that Flight
93 was shot down by Air Force jets commissioned out of Andrews Air Force Base, MD.
http://www.opednews.com/populum/printer_friendly.php?content=a&id=57445
*55) Michael Chertoff, Assistant Attorney General responsible for collecting the 9/11 evidence and
prosecuting the criminals.
http://www.cooperativeresearch.org/entity.jsp?entity=michael_chertoff
*56) Richard Grove, an account soft ware executive

http://www.freewebs.com/abigsecret/Grove.html
http://www.freewebs.com/abigsecret/Grove2.html
*57) Eric Stull, Mayor of Shanksville was one of the first persons to the crash site. He stated that he saw
no airplane. He went there with his sister and good friend. He stated everyone was puzzled because the
call had been that a plane had crashed. But there was no plane.
http://killtown.911review.org/flight93/witnesses.html
*58) Nena Lensbouer a witness at Shanksville who heard a large explosion but did not see any evidence
of a plane there or at any time during excavation. She estimated the hole 5 feet to 6 feet deep and less
than 24 feet long.
http://911review.org/Wiki/Flight93.shtml
*59) Douglas W. Ousley, Division head of Physical Anthropology at Smithsonnian’s National Museum of
Natural History, an archaeologist and forensic anthropologist who identified remains and the cause of
death of victims from Pentagon and Shanksville .
http://w1.mtsu.edu/fire/LectureshipDOwsley.php
*60) Louis Freeh, head of FBI
http://digwithin.net/2012/11/21/louis-freeh/
*61) Maj. Douglas Rokke said that descent , approach and alleged impact of American Airlines Flight 77
was impossible.
http://www.twf.org/News//Y2010/0911-Pentagon.html
http://patriotsquestion911.com/
http://www.docstoc.com/docs/412139/Article-Military-Officers-Challenge-911
*62) Brigadier General Montegue Winefield, head of National Military Command Center who allegedly
found it necessary to temporarily relinquish his command to his deputy Captain Joseph Leidig minutes
before the hijackings began from 8:30 am to 10:00 a.m. on 9/11 and whether this announcement, was
an attempt after the fact, by the administration to neutralize a statement he had made in 2002
regarding the military’s attempt to intercept United Flight 93 which NORAD claims they did not know
was hijacked until after it crashed.
http://www.historycommons.org/entity.jsp?entity=montague_winfield
http://www.visibility911.org/who-is-general-montague-winfield/
*63) Willie Lewis Brown, former mayor of San Francisco received warning not to fly just before 9/11.

http://911blogger.com/node/14053
*64) FBI Director Robert Mueller who stated that he did not have enough evidence to list Osama Bin
Laden on the most wanted list for 9/11 crimes
http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/wanted_terrorists/usama-bin-laden/view
http://www.twf.org/News/Y2006/0608-BinLaden.html.
*65) Dr. Terry Callaway who was allegedly treating Osama Bin Laden in Dubai American Hospital in July
2001.
http://911independentcommission.org/cia3182004.html
http://www.historycommons.org/context.jsp?item=a070401dubai
*66) CIA agent Larry Mitchell who allegedly knew that Osama Bin Laden was at the Dubai Hospital and
did not attempt to arrest him despite being on the most wanted list for the attack on the USS Cole,
killing seventeen people.
http://www.cooperativeresearch.org/entity.jsp?entity=larry_mitchell
*67)Former CIA director George Tenent -whom counter-terrorism expert Richard Clark accuses of
recruiting 9/11 hijackers and covering it up.
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2011/08/11/september-11th-anniversary-richard-clarke-sexplosive-cia-cover-up-charge.html
*68) Richard Blee- who worked closely with George tenent and is implicated in Richard Clark’s
accusations.
http://www.historycommons.org/entity.jsp?entity=rich_b._1

B. The 9/11 Commission obstructed an investigation when they failed to
compel the production of essential items of discovery, and failed to
subpoena and demand release.

*1) Twenty Eight Missing Pages - section of the Congressional Joint Inquiry headed by former United
States Senator Robert Graham, (Florida), allegedly documenting a major Saudi connection to funding of
terrorists involved in 9/11 while being harbored in safe houses within the United States

LA Times
http://articles.latimes.com/2003/jul/29/opinion/oe-scheer29
Salon.com
http://www.salon.com/2011/09/07/sept_11_unanswered_questions/
LaRouchePac
http://larouchepac.com/node/25415
Center for Security Policy
http://www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org/2003/07/29/release-the-911-reports-missing-28-pages-2/

*2) Copies of the 85 videos seized by the FBI immediately after the 9/11 Pentagon attack
http://911research.wtc7.net/pentagon/evidence/footage.html
*3) Black boxes
http://www.cooperativeresearch.org/context.jsp?item=a1001wtcblackboxes#a1001wtcblackboxes
http://www.cooperativeresearch.org/context.jsp?item=a091401severedhands#a091401severedhands
http://www.cooperativeresearch.org/context.jsp?item=a1003crashtimegap#a1003crashtimegap
*4) Flight data recorders Flights 77 and 93
http://pilotsfor911truth.org/Dennis-Cimino-AA77-FDR.html
http://pilotsfor911truth.org/UA93_Press_Release.html
http://pilotsfor911truth.org/united-93-still-airborne.html
*5) Able Danger files still exist
http://www.abledangerblog.com/2006/05/10000-able-danger-documents-located.html
*6) FBI agents Robert Wright and John Vincent told to halt investigations into Al Qaeda
“FBI Agents Probing Terror Links Say They Were Told, ‘Let Sleeping Dogs Lie’” – ABC News
http://911review.org/Reports/FBI_wright.html
Robert Wright Testimony Part 1

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vALc-oU3Hqg
Robert Wright Testimony – Part 2
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4U7Y78Gf7as
*7) John O’Neal , FBI - timeline
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/knew/john/timeline.html
*8) 118 9/11 firefighters report explosions
http://www.journalof911studies.com/articles/Article_5_118Witnesses_WorldTradeCenter.pdf
*9) Documents related to William Rodriguez – 9/11
William Rodriguez vs George W. Bush (Rodriguez vs Bush)
https://sites.google.com/site/rodriguezlawsuit/
Strange robbery on the heels of a death threat:
http://www.arcticbeacon.com/articles/27-Aug-2005b.html
*10) Sibel Edmonds 9/11 Commission testimony has been classified – other documents to investigate
are the deposition transcript for John Schmidt vs David Krikorian
http://www.bradblog.com/Docs/SibelEdmondsDeposition_Transcript_080809.pdf
http://www.bradblog.com/?p=7374
*11) Norman Minetta testimony
http://journalof911studies.com/letters/AdamMinetaClarkePaper.pdf
Portion of testimony
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bDfdOwt2v3Y
*12) Testimony – Behrooz Sarshar
http://cryptome.org/nara/behrooz-sarshar.pdf
http://www.federaljack.com/tag/behrooz-sarshar/
*13) An accounting $2.3 trillion dollars missing from the Pentagon, announced by Secretary of Defense
Rumsfeld on September 10, 2001
http://www.historycommons.org/context.jsp?item=a091001defensebudget

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dgY7D0--KbM
*14) Finite element analysis
http://www.911proof.com/NIST.pdf
http://cryptome.org/wtc-nist-wtc7-no.pdf
*15) Insider trading – 9/11
http://www.historycommons.org/timeline.jsp?timeline=complete_911_timeline&before_9/11=insidertr
ading
http://www.fromthewilderness.com/free/ww3/12_06_01_death_profits_pt1.html
*16) Drawings of WTC7 used in NIST report of 2008, but issued in November 2011 through the Freedom
of Information Act which show that NIST falsified its report by omitting important safeguards which in
fact were on the building and which undermine the fire hypothesis.
http://norfidid.wordpress.com/category/house-science-committee-hearings/
http://coto2.wordpress.com/2010/05/29/building-what-how-scads-can-be-hidden-in-plain-sight/
*17. Print out for the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS)web site which lists the flight

numbers, destinations, scheduled gates, departure time ,actual gate departure times, and
wheels off runway times for all American airlines on 9/11 but which did not list American
airlines flight 77 which allegedly crashed into the Pentagon
http://apps.bts.gov/xml/ontimesummarystatistics/src/ddisp/OntimeSummaryDataDisp.xml?bmit.y=21&
version=print&stdatemon=09&fno=77&mindate=19950101&eddateday=15&maxdate=20070630&airlin
e=AA&tname=OntimeSummaryFlightData&stdateday=07&stdateyear=2001&eddatemon=09&eddateye
ar=2001
http://rockcreekfreepress.tumblr.com/post/174802552/the-deep-state-does-not-respond-to-foiarequests
*18. DNA and autopsy reports and disposition histories of the bodies of victims at the Pentagon in
volving American Airlines Flight 77 and from the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology(AFIP) including
their cremation.
http://killtown.911review.org/flight77/inside.html
*19. DNA and autopsy reports and disposition of the bodies of victims from the Pentagon and
Shanksville site involving United Flight 93 and from Dover Air Force base including their cremation
http://killtown.911review.org/flight93/old/flight93_2.htm

*20. All reports on the missing $600 to over $800 million in gold and silver from the vault below
WTC 4:

An article in the TimesOnline gives the following rundown of precious metals that were
being stored in the WTC vault belonging to Comex.
•
•
•
•

Comex metals trading - 3,800 gold bars weighing 12 tonnes and worth more
than $100 million
Comex clients - 800,000 ounces of gold with a value of about $220 million
Comex clients - 102 million ounces of silver, worth $430 million
Bank of Nova Scotia - $200 million of gold

The TimesOnline article is not clear as to whether the $200 million in gold reported by
the Bank of Nova Scotia was part of the $220 million in gold held by Comex for
clients. If so, the total is $750 million; otherwise $950 million.
Then Mayor Giuliani has reported $230 million found.
http://911research.wtc7.net/wtc/evidence/gold.html
http://killtown.911review.org/oddities/2001.html#October30,2001-WTC5_gold_found
*21. All learned material concerning the United States use of Global Hawk technology (drones),remote
control, Flight Termination Systems (FTS), and their use in the defense industry as well as their
application on United States airliners, in particular American and United airliners, and Boeing aircraft.
http://911review.org/Sept11Wiki/GlobalHawk.shtml
http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2011/July09/0972.html
*22. All learned material on cell phone technology and whether it was possible in 2001 to make
telephone calls from high altitudes when the technology for such calls did not exist until 2004,
considering what the implications for regarding suspects if all the alleged cell phone calls coming from
alleged hijacked victims were morphed.
http://911research.wtc7.net/planes/evidence/calldetail.html
http://911blogger.com/news/2007-01-15/phone-calls-planes-surprising-new-evidence?page=1
*23. All learned material on the scientific and technical ability to morph voices to simulate voices of
individuals who have no idea that their morphed voice is being used.
Science of advanced voice morphing technology – the year 1999:
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/national/dotmil/arkin020199.htm

*24. A feasibility study on the recovered paper passport of alleged terrorist Satama a-Suquami at the
World Trade Center site and alleged terrorist Ziad Jarrah at the United Flight 93 alleged crash site in
Shanksville, Pa, and the possibilities of these passports having been planted, considering the profound
annihilation of evidence at both sites.
http://www.historycommons.org/entity.jsp?entity=satam_al_suqami
25. The 9/11 Commission failed to investigate the CIA its then director, George Tenent, which
the 9/11 commissioners, themselves, have openly and repeatedly accused of obstruction of
justice. According to counter-terrorism expert Richard Clark, Tenent obstructed access to
needed documents and according to the Commissioners Tenent had hundreds of tapes
destroyed which documented CIA torture.

http://warisacrime.org/content/richard-clarke-accuses-ex-cia-chief-hiding-key-pre-911-info
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IzP9YJpBubk
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/01/02/opinion/02kean.html?_r=0
http://www.truthdig.com/eartotheground/item/20080102_9_11_panel_leaders_accuse_cia_white_hou
se_of_obstructing_inquiry
http://www.spyghana.com/ex-army-officer-accuses-cia-of-obstructing-pre-911-intelligence-gathering/
http://www.salon.com/2008/01/02/obstruction/
http://portland.indymedia.org/en/2013/01/421435.shtml
http://www.depauw.edu/news-media/latest-news/details/20521/

C. The 9/11 Commission Report failed to hold government officials accountable
for obstruction of evidence and or gross negligence:

*1) Destruction of evidence
http://www.mountingevidence.org/appendix-c.html
http://911research.wtc7.net/sept11/analysis/evidence.html
*2) National Standards for Fire and Explosion Investigations

http://thewe.cc/weplanet/news/americas/us-/911-controlled-demolition-federal-investigationdon%27t-give-me-facts.html
*3) 9/11 Commission report omits any and all evidence and testimony concerning WTC Building 7
http://911research.wtc7.net/post911/commission/report.html
http://911research.wtc7.net/sept11/analysis/index.html
http://911research.wtc7.net/wtc/analysis/collapse.html
*4) Bush administration foreknowledge of 9/11 attacks
http://www.nationalmemo.com/he-kept-us-safe-bush-ignored-repeated-warnings-of-terrorist-attack/
http://www.nytimes.com/2004/04/10/us/august-01-brief-is-said-to-warn-of-attackplans.html?pagewanted=all&src=pm
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/09/11/opinion/the-bush-white-house-was-deaf-to-9-11warnings.html?_r=0&adxnnl=1&adxnnlx=1382031358-Qnu1LPYEAFF45DMAApupMA
http://www.prisonplanet.com/911.html
*5) Holding NORAD/NEADS accountable
http://digwithin.net/?s=norad
http://digwithin.net/2011/04/27/wall-street-lawyer-and-the-special-ops-hijack-coordinator/
http://www.globalresearch.ca/9-11-timeline-stand-down-minute-by-minute-chronology-from-7-59-a-mtill-10-06-05-a-m/32325
http://www.globalresearch.ca/search?q=norad+neads+9%2F11
*6) The Case Against Ralph Eberhart – Dig Within
http://digwithin.net/2013/01/12/eberhart/
Ralph Eberhart - testimomy
http://govinfo.library.unt.edu/911/hearings/hearing12/eberhart_statement.pdf
*7) Condoleeza Rice
http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/National_Commission_on_Terrorist_Attacks_Upon_the_United
_States:_Testimony_(Condoleezza_Rice)
*8) Pentagon officials who failed to shoot down an incoming airplane and for failing to warn the
Pentagon employees and evacuate the building.

http://pilotsfor911truth.org/forum/lofiversion/index.php?t15787.html
*9)FBI supervisors who obstructed investigations into terrorists on United States soil, being performed
by FBI agents Coleen Rowley, Robert Wright, and John Vincent.
http://theunjustmedia.com/Jewish%20Zionists/Whistleblowers,%20Whistleblowers,%20Whistlebl
owers.htm

*10) Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) supervisors who obstructed investigation by Lt. Col. Anthony
Shaffer trailing terrorists Mohammed Atta in the United States.
http://911review.org/Alex/Able-Danger-5.html
*11) FBI language supervisors who obstructed whistle blowing attempts by Sibel Edwards to report
thefts of top secret documents and mistranslations concerning terrorist activities in the United States.
http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Sibel_Edmonds
*12) Then CIA director, George Tenet, which the 9/11 commissioners, themselves, have openly and
repeatedly accused of obstruction of justice and whom counter terrorism expert Richard Clark has
accused of recruiting 9/11 terrorists.

http://www.scaruffi.com/politics/tenet.html

D.The 9/11 Commission and NIST failed to consider an alternative hypothesis to
fire in the collapse of the Twin Towers and WTC 7 which appear as the least
likely hypothesis.
*1) Architects & Engineers for 9/11Truth, www.ae911truth.org, Evidence Page:
http://www.ae911truth.org/en/evidence.html
Architects & Engineers for 9/11Truth, www.ae911truth.org, Video Library:
http://www.youtube.com/ae911truth
Dr. Lynn Margulis, recipient of the President’s National Award for Science and the Da Vinci Award for
the World’s Greatest Minds
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g-GFBEX5bjY
Fire Protection Engineer Scott Grainger

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tmw9iql4e64
Firefighter Erik Lawyer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VEGt-2aGY-8
9/11: Explosive Evidence – Experts Speak Out – PBS version
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ddz2mw2vaEg
9/11: Explosive Evidence – Experts Speak Out (Meet the Experts) – Precut/all interviews with experts
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9n9JJg4cRxo

E.The 9/11 Commission and NIST obstructed an investigation into the causes of
the collapse of WTC and WTC 7 when they failed to test for explosions and to
consider controlled demolition as a viable hypothesis to the collapse of WTC
complex and WTC 7 which appears as the most viable hypothesis for the
collapse
*1) Blueprint for Truth: the Architecture of Destruction
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OQgVCj7q49o
Videos by physics teacher David Chandler
http://www.youtube.com/user/DavidChandler911?feature=watch
*2) Active Thermitic Material Discovered in Dust From the 9/11 World Trade Center Catastrophe
http://www.benthamscience.com/open/tocpj/articles/V002/7TOCPJ.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uNPeMvsSbl4
*3) Case Report: Lung Disease in World Trade Center Responders Exposed to Dust and Smoke: Carbon
Nanotubes Found in the Lungs of World Trade Center Patients and Dust Samples
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2854726/?report=classic
http://www.bloomingtonalternative.com/node/10650
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uNPeMvsSbl4 (health risks at 54 minute mark)
http://www.benthamscience.com/open/tocpj/articles/V002/7TOCPJ.pdf
*4) Molten metal at Ground Zero

Dr. Steven Jones – molten metal/nanothermite
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTa_XL_k8fY
Compilation of testimonies about molten steel at Ground Zero
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3SLIzSCt_cg

F.The NIST Report obstructed an investigation into their cause of WTC 7
collapse as fire when they omitted from their analysis safeguard
mechanisms which existed on the building, and which would have
prevented a collapse by fire.

*1) NIST Fraud
Fraud Exposed in NIST WTC Reports – Part 1
http://www.ae911truth.org/news-section/41-articles/761-fraud-exposed-in-nist-wtc-7-reports-part1.html
Fraud Exposed in NIST WTC Reports – Part 2
http://www.ae911truth.org/news-section/41-articles/767-fraud-exposed-in-nist-wtc-7-reports-part-2of-5.html
Fraud Exposed in NIST WTC Reports – Part 3
http://www.ae911truth.org/news-section/41-articles/786-nists-claim-in-its-final-report-about-the-lackof-shear-studson-the-floor-support-girder-between-columns-44-and-79-is-exposed.html
Fraud Exposed in NIST WTC Reports – Part 4
http://www.ae911truth.org/en/news-section/41-articles/793-fraud-exposed-in-nist-wtc-7-reports-part4-of-5.html
Fraud Exposed in NIST WTC Reports – Part 5
http://www.ae911truth.org/en/news-section/41-articles/793-fraud-exposed-in-nist-wtc-7-reports-part4-of-5.html
NIST Fraud – 9/11 Research

http://911research.wtc7.net/cache/wtc/official/nist/bement.htm
http://911research.wtc7.net/letters/nist/WTC7Comments.html
http://911research.wtc7.net/wtc/official/nist/
*2) NIST publicly admits the freefall of WTC Building 7 – Part 1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDvNS9iMjzA
NIST publicly admits the freefall of WTC Building 7 – Part 2
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXTlaqXsm4k&feature=c4-overview-vl&list=PL206C1F5EDFC83824
*3) Jane Standly – foreknowledge of WTC 7 collapse before it happened
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2KBO-7Q_A4s
*4) Witnesses to explosions at the WTC
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c2cViy34b1A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e-Of50l77YQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wFidciVopu4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ooz8fXJMjNs
*5 NIST and Nanothermite
http://journalof911studies.com/volume/2008/Ryan_NIST_and_Nano-1.pdf
http://digwithin.net/2011/06/19/the-explosive-nature-of-nanothermite/

G.The 9/11 Commission Failed to Properly Investigate
thePentagon Attack
1.) They failed to consider pre-planned explosives at the Pentagon and to mention the reports of
massive explosions going off inside the Pentagon.
Barbara Honegger has served as White House Policy Analyst and Special Assistant to the
Assistant to the President for Domestic Policy. For over a decade, she was Senior Military
Affairs Journalist at the Naval Postgraduate School, the science, technology and national
security affairs graduate research university of the U.S. Department of Defense. Prof. David Ray
Griffin has said of her groundbreaking investigative work on the Pentagon attack that “it will
transform the discussion of what happened on 9/11.”

http://www.spartacus.schoolnet.co.uk/JFKhonegger.htm
Barbara Honegger – Behind the Smoke Curtain:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4fvJ8nFa5Qk&noredirect=1
Barbara Honegger -Toronto Hearings testimony:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qQguLmOEGYM

2.) They failed to subpoena and call witnesses who heard and felt explosions at the Pentagon
See note 1
Witness list – 9/11 Research
http://911research.wtc7.net/pentagon/evidence/witnesses/bart.html

3.) They failed to mention the explosion of a smaller white plane which exploded into a fireball on
the Pentagon lawn area near the heliport but outside the Pentagon and approximately 150 feet
north of the alleged impact area.
See note 1
http://911research.com/pentagon/evidence/witnesses/jetliner.html
http://911research.com/pentagon/evidence/witnesses/jetliner.html#small
4.) They failed to account for support pillars at the Pentagon which were blown outward and not
inward.
See note 1
http://physics911.net/missingwings/
5.) They failed to account for Pentagon floors which seemed to have been blown upward.
See note 1
6.) They failed to identify even one part of American flight 77 inside the Pentagon, inluding the
failure to locate the six ton steel and titanium engines.
See note 1
http://physics911.net/missingwings/

7.) They failed to review the Bureau of Transportation Statistics web site (BTS) which gave flight
information for all American Airline flights on 9/11 except for Flight 77 about which there was
apparently no listing.
See note 1
http://www.opinion-maker.org/2012/01/aa-exposes-bushs-big-lie-flight-11-did-not-fly-on-911/
http://www.newsfocus.org/911_planes.htm
http://www.consensus911.org/the-911-consensus-points/
8.) They failed to consider the scientific and mechanical possibilities of a large commercial airliner
flying almost at ground level and the air drafts under the wings which would not allow it to hug
the ground or whether there would be stalls at 530 mph.
See note 1
http://www.911-strike.com/pentagon.htm
http://911research.wtc7.net/mirrors/guardian2/pentagon/explosion.htm
http://website.lineone.net/~bosankoe/analysis.htm
http://www.prisonplanet.com/articles/february2006/210206impossibility.htm

9.) They failed to ascertain how if Flight 77 struck the alleged impact area the huge engines did not
gouge the lawn.
See note 1
http://www.911hardfacts.com/report_16.htm
10.) They failed to consider how a commercial airliner could strike five lamp posts without the wing,
which stores the jet fuel, exploding
See note 1
http://911blogger.com/node/2321?page=7
http://911review.org/brad.com/pentagon_taxi_moved.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-bR-k96laOI
11.) They failed to consider whether the alleged hijackers could make the aerial maneuvers which
the alleged hijacker , a novice pilot is said to have made

See note 1
http://www.opednews.com/articles/genera_alan_mil_070905_u_s__navy__top_gun__.htm
http://911hardfacts.com/report_14.htm
http://911review.com/errors/pentagon/aerobatics.html
12.) They failed to investigate the earlier reports that American Airlines Flight 77 being monitored
from Indianapolis, Indiana, and was said to have disappeared below 6,000 feet as was believed
to have crashed or landed in the tri state area of Ohio, Kentucky and Pennsylvania.
See note 1
http://www.scribd.com/doc/93948248/Department-of-Transportation-Concerning-the-Actions-of-theFederal-Aviation-Administration-FAA-on-September-11-2001
http://www.scribd.com/doc/93948248/Department-of-Transportation-Concerning-the-Actions-of-theFederal-Aviation-Administration-FAA-on-September-11-2001
13.) They failed to consider whether the Naval Control Center which was investigating the missing
$2.3 trillion dollars, and which appears to have taken the major impact at 9:43, and which killed
all but one of its investigating staff was targeted.
See note 1
http://wtcdemolition.com/blog/node/2912
14.) They failed to investigate the alleged cell phone call from Barbara Olson, wife of the Solicitor
General which related that Flight 77 was hijacked for authenticity as the FBI later in 2006
admitted that the telephone call never happened.
See note 1
http://www.globalresearch.ca/phone-calls-from-the-9-11-airliners/16924
http://globalresearch.ca/9-11-what-the-telephone-records-reveal-about-calls-from-aa-flight-77-didbarbara-olson-attempt-any-calls-at-all/26594
15.) They failed to investigate why there were no advanced sirens or an official evacuation order at
the Pentagon.
See note 1
http://www.history.navy.mil/library/online/pentagon_9-11.htm#V pg. 106
16.) They failed to investigate why the alleged incoming plane was not shot down.

See note 1
http://s3.amazonaws.com/911timeline/main/flight77.html
http://www.villagevoice.com/2001-09-11/news/america-s-air-defense-in-question/
17.) They failed to establish whether there was a stand down order and when there was an order to
shoot incoming flight down.
See note 1
http://s3.amazonaws.com/911timeline/2002/abcnews091102.html
18.) They failed to establish the exact time of the impact photo as the time was deleted and a time
of next day placed on 5 frames given the public.
See note 1
http://www.apfn.org/apfn/flight77.htm
http://killtown.911review.org/flight77/video.html
19.) They failed to subpoena the 85 videos and inspect the videos themselves and to have their
expert report on the findings.
See note 1
http://911research.wtc7.net/pentagon/evidence/footage.html
http://www.presstv.ir/detail/196632.html
20.) They failed to investigate how the Flight Data Recorder could be zeroed out and downloaded 4
hours before the alleged impact, and how in that case the FDR box could not be a FDR from
Flight 77
See note 1
http://pilotsfor911truth.org/forum/index.php?showtopic=20999

21.) They have failed to get the FDR identification numbers from the FBI to match it with Flight 77.
See note 1
http://911blogger.com/node/16089
22.) They failed to investigate the mysterious helicopter lift off just as the white plane was
approaching and whether that had something to do with the white plane exploding.

See note 1
http://aviationaccidentlitigators.clarislaw.com/helicopter-crashes/
23.) They failed to examine the parts of the white plane which some witnesses believe was a drone
marked up and painted to look like an American Airliner
See note 1
See note 2
24.) They failed to investigate Global Hawk technology concerning possible drones being involved
See note 1
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article17162.htm

25.) They failed to identify the Chief Financial controller for the Pentagon, Dov Zakheim as the
owner of a company Systems Planning Corp. which specialized in producing systems that could
remote control planes and destroy them.
See note 1
http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Dov_S._Zakheim
26.) Failed to account for the representation of three exits holes, later changed to one exit hole.
See note 1
http://vidrebel.wordpress.com/2011/09/11/barbara-honegger-and-the-pentagon-attack-papers-in-2minutes/

27.) Failure to consider that the neatly cut exit hole could not have been made by an airplane
passing through three thick walled rings and support columns in pristine shape and looking
more like the hole was done by a cutter charge according to experts.
See note 1
http://physics911.net/missingwings/
http://911review.com/reviews/physics911/missing_wings/missingwings.html
28.) They failed to account for the size of the entry hole which according to Major General
Stubblebine, former head of all United States army intelligence was too small to accommodate a
large commercial airliner, and which indicated that whatever caused it did not have wings.

See note 1
29.) They failed to account for the absence of plane parts of American Airlines Flight 77 and could
not even locate its two six tons steel and titanium engines.
http://www.911hardfacts.com/report_16.htm

H.The 9/11Commission Failed to Properly Investigate Flight 93
12. Failed to account for the scattered debris over an 8 mile area.
http://911research.wtc7.net/planes/analysis/flight93/index.html
http://911research.wtc7.net/planes/attack/flight93site.html
http://www.consensus911.org/point-flt-2/
13. Failed to account for any plane parts belonging to a Boeing 767.
http://physics911.net/georgenelson/
14. Failed to match up any plane parts to United 93.
http://911blogger.com/news/2013-02-19/shanksville-pennsylvania-911-mysterious-plane-crash-sitewithout-plane
15. Failed to investigate United 93’s crash from the hypothesis that it was shot down by a missile.
http://www.flight93crash.com/flight93_shoot_down.html
16. Failed to mention whether the mysterious Delta 1989 airliner out of Logan airport in Boston
which allegedly landed in Cleveland because it was occupied by hijackers and a bomb was part
of the Vigilant Guardian exercises that were going on as a backdrop to the 9/11 events.
http://physics911.net/operation-pearl-speculative-scenarios/
17. Failed to investigate the mysterious plane that may have been flying in tandem with Delta 1989
and whether that plane was actually United 93.
http://www.911omissionreport.com/flight_x.html

18. Failed to confirm which two planes had landed in Cleveland/Hopkins airport, one around 10:10
and one around 10:45, and were parked on the western and southern sections.
http://www.historycommons.org/timeline.jsp?timeperiod=0:10am11:50pm%2011%20Sept%202001&printerfriendly=true&timeline=complete_911_timeline&startpos=90
0
19. Failed to ascertain whether passengers on these planes disembarked
http://911review.org/inn.globalfreepress/Cleveland_Airport_Mystery.html
20. Failed to ascertain whether United Flight 93 had actually landed at the Cleveland airport
http://killtown.911review.org/flight93/theories.html
21. Failed to investigate the impossibility of the cell phone communication from United Flight 93
http://www.consensus911.org/point-pc-2/
http://www.consensus911.org/point-pc-3/
22. Failed to explain the air phone line used by Todd Beamer which was still active 45 minutes after
United Flight 93 was said to have crashed.
http://www.consensus911.org/point-pc-1a/

I.The 9/11 Commission Failed to Follow the Money but stated that who
financed the 9/11 events was not of particular significance, which is
indicative of obstruction of justice and or gross negligence.

*1) General Mahmud Ahmad
http://www.911truth.org/allegations-of-bribes-to-911-commission-pakistan/
http://911review.org/Sept11Wiki/Ahmad,GeneralMahmud.shtml
Ahmad visits DC on 9/11
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:ewtHWiWo0IEJ:globalresearch.ca/articles/CH
O206A.html+&cd=3&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us
*2) 9/11 insider trading

http://911research.wtc7.net/sept11/stockputs.html
*3) 28 missing pages
http://www.scribd.com/doc/27803777/911-Commission-Report-Zelikow-And-The-28-Redacted-Pages

J.The 9/11 Commission Failed to objectively consider all possible Suspects
besides the 19 alleged Muslims said to have died in the airplane crashes
although 8 turned up alive, and the reluctance to consider all possible
suspects amounts to obstruction of justice if intentional and or gross
negligence, and renders the federal reports useless as investigatory
documents. (should be questioned under oath and cross examination.)

A proper investigation is conducted with an open mind and also looks to
individuals and or organizations which had the motive, power and
opportunity to commit the crime. The following individuals and or
organizations should have come under the scrutiny of the 9/11
Commission.

*1) Project for a New American Century PNAC – Rebuilding America’s Defenses ( a plan for perpetual
war in the Middle East, using a catalyzing event like a “new Pearl Harbor”) – signatories: Elliott Abrams,
Gary Bauer, William J. Bennett, Jeb Bush, Dick Cheney, Eliot A. Cohen, Midge Decter,Paula Dobriansky,
Steve Forbes, Aaron Friedberg, Francis Fukuyama, Frank Gaffney, Fred C. Ikle, Donald Kagan, Zalmay
Khalilzad I., Lewis Libby, Norman Podhoretz, Dan Quayle, Peter W. Rodman, Stephen P. Rosen, Henry S.
Rowen, Donald Rumsfeld, Vin Weber, George Weigel, Paul Wolfowitz
http://www.newamericancentury.org/RebuildingAmericasDefenses.pdf
Statement of principles (includes signatories)
http://www.newamericancentury.org/statementofprinciples.htm
PNAC site
http://www.newamericancentury.org/index.html

http://www.tomflocco.com/fs/HouseHidesIsraeliTelSpying.htm
*2) Israeli spies masquerading as art students
FOX News Coverage:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJyCAZGRpf8
60 Page DEA Field Report
http://www.antiwar.com/rep2/MemorandumtotheCommissionandSelectCommitteesbold.pdf
History Commons on 60 Page internal memo
http://www.cooperativeresearch.org/context.jsp?item=a0601deareport#a0601deareport
Salon.com
http://www.salon.com/2002/05/07/students/
Alternet.com
http://www.alternet.org/story/12928/israeli_spies_exposed
Antiwar.com
http://www.antiwar.com/justin/j100402.html
From the Wilderness
http://www.fromthewilderness.com/timeline/timelinecomplete1.html
History Commons
http://www.historycommons.org/entity.jsp?entity=us_department_of_justice&startpos=200&printerfri
endly=true
Tom Flocco
http://www.tomflocco.com/fs/HouseHidesIsraeliTelSpying.htm
9/11 Review
http://911review.org/Wget/www.cooperativeresearch.org/wot/sept11/911mossad.html
*3) General Mahmud Ahmad
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:ewtHWiWo0IEJ:globalresearch.ca/articles/CH
O206A.html+&cd=3&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us

http://littlecountrylost.blogspot.com/2008/01/benazir-bhutto-omar-shiekh-murdered.html

*4) Put options
*5) Twenty Eight Missing Pages
LA Times
http://articles.latimes.com/2003/jul/29/opinion/oe-scheer29
Salon.com
http://www.salon.com/2011/09/07/sept_11_unanswered_questions/
LaRouchePac
http://larouchepac.com/node/25415
Center for Security Policy
http://www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org/2003/07/29/release-the-911-reports-missing-28-pages-2/
*6) Saudi Ambassador Prince Bander/ ties to Bush family - wife was alleged to be funneling money to
terrorists in the United States – by renown national security expert Julia Davis – and the mysterious
deaths within eight days of three members of the Royal Saudi family living in the United States who had
foreknowledge of the 9/11 attacks.
http://juliadavisnews.blogspot.com/2013/06/the-saudi-states-of-america.html
Mysterious Saudi royal deaths
http://www.historycommons.org/entity.jsp?entity=ahmed_bin_salman
*7) Larry Silverstein says they “pulled” Building 7
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IhJ-woz1Y-A
*8) Bush family ties to WTC security
http://911research.wtc7.net/wtc/background/security.html
http://www.historycommons.org/timeline.jsp?timeline=911timeline&911timeline_investigations__a_de
tailed_look=911timeline_wtc_investigation
http://www.prisonplanet.com/the-history-of-wirt-dexter-walker-russell-company-the-cia-and-911.html
http://911review.com/articles/ryan/carlyle_kissinger_saic_halliburton.html
*9) Kroll

http://911review.org/Storage/Kroll_Associates.html
*10) Jerome Hauer
http://www.historycommons.org/context.jsp?item=a96oemtrains#a96oemtrains
http://www.historycommons.org/project.jsp?project=2001anthraxattacks
http://www.historycommons.org/timeline.jsp?timeline=911timeline&911timeline_investigations__a_de
tailed_look=911timeline_wtc_investigation
*11) Dick Cheney
9/11 Consensus Panel on Dick Cheney
http://www.consensus911.org/?s=dick+cheney&submit.x=-387&submit.y=-1083
Cheney’s international travel restricted due to conviction of war crimes in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mmpAVOvMf94
Other notes on Dick Cheney/9/11
http://www.commondreams.org/headline/2012/05/13
http://www.fromthewilderness.com/free/ww3/011805_simplify_case.shtml
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvoXPROvL1Y
http://www.washingtonsblog.com/2013/03/cheney-admits-that-he-lied-about-911.html
*12) George W. Bush
9/11 Consensus Panel on George W. Bush
http://www.consensus911.org/?s=george+bush&submit.x=-387&submit.y=-1083
Bush’s international travel restricted due to conviction of war crimes in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mmpAVOvMf94
World Tribunal on Iraq – Bush found guilty in WT in Turkey of 32 counts of war crimes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sn2v0ZAuhB4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NcJqCR4vCS4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4UVWRc_VzLI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HgdgJBtbfyA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_3XFBzdZvRc
Mayor of London threatens George W. Bush’s arrest for war crimes if he travels to London
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RlK4iPSFSmY
Other notes on George W. Bush/9/11
http://www.digitaljournal.com/article/324868
http://fromthewilderness.com/free/ww3/11_20_01_911murder.html
14. Black Operations in the United States, their history and potential use or influence into the
events of 9/11.
Bill Moyers – The Secret Government - PBS
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qJldun440Sk
15. Dov Zakheim who was Chief Financial Officer for the Pentagon, when $2.3 trillion dollars
was announced to be missing. Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld made this public
announcement the day before 9/11. Zakheim owned a company called System Planning
Corp. which sold a special proprietary system for controlling planes remotely, and for
destroying them. He was also a supporter of the Project for a New American Century. A
subsidiary of Systems Planning Corp was Tradata Corporation which oversaw the
investigation involving the 1993 World Trade Center bombing and which gained access to
the blue print lay out of the Twin Towers. It is, without question, a stunning failure of the
9/11 Commission to have not investigated Zakheim.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ENSpEbiJ1PA
16. Philip Zelikow who was the Executive Director of the 9/11 Commission, a stalwart Bush
supporter, a Progress for a New American Century (PNAC) supporter.*15
http://www.historycommons.org/timeline.jsp?timeline=911timeline&911timeline_investiga
tions__a_detailed_look=911timeline_role_of_philip_zelikow
17. Shyam Sunder, then Director of the Engineering Lab at National Institute of Standards and
Technology ( NIST) who headed the government’s study on the collapses of the World
Trade Center Towers and WTC 7 and who claimed that fire brought the buildings down but
who refused to test for explosions and consider controlled demolition, the most likely
hypothesis, and who would not admit to numerous statements by witnesses that explosions
were going off in the buildings.*16
http://www.ae911truth.org/en/news-section/41-articles/185-letter-to-dr-shyam-sunder-ofnist.pdf
http://www.historycommons.org/entity.jsp?entity=shyam_sunder&printerfriendly=true

18. John Gross of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) who also supported
the fire hypothesis, never tested for explosions and claimed there was no molten steel at
Ground Zero despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary. *17
http://www.ae911truth.org/en/news-section/41-articles/362-gross-negligence-denistifyingthe-destruction-of-the-wtc-skyscrapers.html
19. Donald Rumsfeld, Bush Secretary of Defense , who changed the NORAD protocol in June
2001 making intercepts of airplanes more difficult. This policy was changed back to the
previous, longstanding protocol, the day after 9/11, allowing then for an expeditious
emergency intercept. *18
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8XRMrMdn0NQ
(45 minute mark/Rumsfeld’s role, specifically, begins at 52 minute mark)
20. Condoleeza Rice, National Security Adviser who claimed that no one could have ever
imagined the scenarios of 9/11 - despite having advised President Bush in August 6,
2001with a Presidential Dailey Briefing (PDB) entitled, “Bin Laden Determined to Attack in
the United States ”. *19
http://www.historycommons.org/timeline.jsp?warning_signs:_specific_cases=complete_911_ti
meline__strike_in_us__pdb&timeline=complete_911_timeline
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DIpEwGmSsmM

K.The 9/11 Commission Failed to Investigate Reported Explosions in
WTC 6
1.WTC 6 experienced explosions which were never acknowledged or investigated by the 9/11
Commission.
http://killtown.911review.org/wtc6.html
http://www.thepowerhour.com/911_analysis/wtc6-explosion.htm
http://us.yhs4.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search;_ylt=A0oG7pYTq3FS2R8ArM8PxQt.;_ylc=X1M
DMjExNDcwMDU1OQRfcgMyBGFvA2FvBGNzcmNwdmlkA3VYZHR1VW9HN3Z6SXAzbUNVbT
h0eXhCOFJ6dE1tVkp4cXg0QUN0SmwEZnIyA3NidG4Ebl9ncHMDNARvcmlnaW4Dc3JwBHBxc
3RyA2V4cGxvc2lvbnMgYnVpbGRpbmcgcyA0LCA1LCA2IHd0YyA5LzExBHF1ZXJ5A2V4cGxvc2lv
bnMgYnVpbGRpbmcgcyA0LCA1LCA2IHd0YyA5LzExBHNhbwMx?p=explosions%20building%2

0s%204%2C%205%2C%206%20wtc%209%2F11&fr2=sb-top&hspart=btbar&hsimp=yhs002&type=br112dm25af125026&pqstr=explosions%20building%20s%204%2C%205%2C%20
6%20wtc%209%2F11

2. A giant explosion was witnessed simultaneously with United Flight 175 striking the South
Tower.
Witness -Richard Grove
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFJwVxqD4A4

L. The 9/11 Commission Failed to Investigate Reported Explosions in
WTC 4
1. WTC 4 experienced explosions which were never acknowledged or investigated by the 9/11
Commission.
http://911research.wtc7.net/wtc/attack/wtc4.html
2. Over $600 million dollars in gold and silver is unaccounted for, from WTC 4, but there is no
comment or investigation by the 9/11 Commission as to what became of it.
http://911research.wtc7.net/wtc/evidence/gold.html

M.The 9/11 Commission Failed to examine the anthrax attacks in New Jersey
and on Democrat United States Senators Patrick Lehey and Tom Daschale .
1. DC attorney Barry Kissen speaks on the anthrax attacks:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wc6B_n-lTL4

N. The 9/11 Commission failed to examine the mysterious death of Democratic
United States Senator Paul Wellstone in October 2002 (who opposed the
invasion of Iraq) in a suspicious airplane crash a few weeks before the
November election and shortly before the Iraqi invasion began, as a possible
retaliation, possibly from the above named suspects who may have been
involved in the 9/11 crimes. Weapons of mass destruction, used as a pretext to
invade Iraq, home of the second largest oil reserve in the world, were never
found.

1.FBI files reveal serious questions about Wellstone’s death:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mUzofHUEX8

Wellstone’s anti Iraq war speech:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BF2CLRZLK2E

The untruths which brought our nation into an unprecedented loss of liberty for
citizens as well as into two terrible, lengthy, devastating and, for some, very
profitable wars, of which 9/11 was used as a pretext, should and must be
investigated as a possible motive for insider involvement in the biggest crime of
our nation’s history, that of 9/11.

